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Stefancic, Jordan
elected to govern
USG in 1995-96
Jim Barker
TheBG News

Undergraduate Student OoTemnunt president-elect Jeff Stefancic (left)
and vice president-elect Matt Jordan beak In the (lory of their election
rlctory Thursday morning In Front Rail lobby. The Stefancic /Jordan ticket

received the moat votes with a count of 676 over Jacoba/Runge and
Wolfe/Hedberg at 452 and 371, respectively. Vote, for the presidential
election totaled 1499.

Hopeful emphasizes planning
,

Jay Young
The BG News

An audience of mostly University administrators, faculty and staff gathered In CHscamp Hall on Thursday to listen and ask
questions of the woman who could be the
next University president.
Private funding dominated the discussion.

Betty Asher, current president of the University of South Dakota, told the audience the
first thine she would do as University president would be to engage In an elaborate strategic planning process.
Asher Is the third of six candidates to visit
the University. She said she anticipates small
gains In state aid that might not even equal
Inflation. She said It Is Important to find

other financial resources In the private sector.
"That means you're going to have to develop as many partnerships as you can possibly develop," Asher said. "The first thing
that I believe, at this Institution, which I
would like to encourage. Is the continuation
See ASHER, page aeven.

Jeff Stefancic and Matthew
Jordan have been elected the next
president and vice president of
Undergraduate Student Government and all seven at-large senate candidates
under the "New
Promise for
BGSU" platform won seats
for the Fall
1995 semester.
When results
of the presidential election
were an- '
nounced by
USG Vice.President BUI Wilson,
candidates Stefancic and Wilson
Jumped out of their chairs and
embraced each other.
Piesldent-elect Stefancic, a
three-year member of USG. said
he never took the possibility of
victory for granted.
"Let me put It this way — I
didn't get a whole lot of sleep last
night," Stefancic said. "This win
Is a tremendous weight off my
shoulders. It's nice to know that
hard work and dedication can
really pay off." Vice Presidentelect Jordan was shocked.
"Wow. I guess now that we're
elected, we can start to follow
through on all those things we
talked about earlier." Jordan
said.
In other areas of the room, the
mood was not so Jubilant. Presidential candidate Jason Wolfe left

the lobby soon after hearing the
results and did not wish to comment on his loss.
Wolfe's running mate. Andrea
Hedberg. said she was not disappointed with their ticket's showing.
"This is typical of a candidate's
first campaign." Hedberg said. "A
candidate will usually lose the
first few elections."
Trlcla Runge. who ran with
Scott Jacobs, said disappointment Is Inevitable.
"You're always going to be disappointed," she said. "I guess It's
more the fact that [Stefancic and
See USG, page three.
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Perfect placement top priority stalking
Community Employment Services help developmental^ disabled
Aaron Epple
The BG News
On a planet where opportunity
m iy seem scarce and people often
fell to do something decent for
fine another, pay a visit to Phyllis
Cayman, a woman with a developmental disability. With the help
fit Community Employment Ser•Vlces, she Is gainfully employed at
the University Bulk Mall Center.
" "It's more relaxed here." Layman said. "I used to work at a
day-care center. It was really
busy and I didn't like the hours."
Following stints at MidAmerican Bank and Uhlman's as
well as the day-care center, Layman said the mall position is one
pi her favorites. She enjoys her
schedule and her co-workers.
"If there's something I don't
.understand, (co-workers! always
help me out." she said.
Layman's main task Is sorting
mall. Sliding a nubbed device on
her thumb, she rapidly flips
through the letters. She places
envelopes in blocks of 10 each
and labels them according to zip
code and state. Her duties also
Include metering the mall.
Layman Is Just one employee In

a large system helping those with
developmental dlsabllltes find
work. CES. a department of the
Wood County Board of Mental Retardation and Developmental
Disabilities, has 95 individuals
working In Wood County.
"This has really changed things
In terms of how employers look at
people with mental dlsabUtles,"
said Teresa Fulk. supervisor of
CES. Ten years ago. not many of
these Individuals would be seen
as employable. Now, we have
people In the field working with
staff Instead of Just having them
work here for us and only with
others with disabilities."
The process begins when the
client Is referred to CES. Then,
staff members will meet with the
person and speak with his acquaintances, possibly former employers. The Idea at this point is
to brainstorm In order to find a
Job that client is most suited for.
Environmental factors are considered - whether the client
works fast or slow, or whether the
client Ukes to work alone or with
other people.
Next, the client will go about
grabbing Job applications and
looking through the want ads. "If there's something I don't understand Ico-worke re], always harp ma oat," said Phyllis Layman, ■ University Mk
Preferably, this is done alone. llsll Center employee - also a developmen tally die able d Individual. Layman Is Jnet one eraplnyei afrlrlated with
Community Employment Services (CM) of Wood County. CM helps those with develops—tal dllllllHHl tm
See LAYMAN, page four.

suspect
arrested
Aaron Gray
TheBG News

A graduate student was summanly suspended by the University after being accused of stalking at least six female students.
Steven Pankey, a graduate student in the Journalism department, was arrested for menacing
by stalking on Feb. 24 and placed
In the Wood County Justice
Center. Pankey was later released
on bond.
Pankey was also served with a
temporary protection order barring him from any contact with
the student who filed charges
against him.
According to the police report,
the victim told police Pankey had
been following her around campus for four weeks. Pankey allegedly gave her his name and e-mail
address, "spankey."
Pankey allegedly followed her
into classes, computer labs and
Jerome Library. On Feb. 17 the
victim reportedly told police Pankey had moved an exercise bike
around in the Student Recreation
Center In order to watch her exercise.
Pankey refused to comment on
the allegations.
See STALKER, page seven.

The Falcon hockey team

is preparing for its first
round match against Notre
DameintheCCHA
playoffs.
Pagell.
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...
The upcoming week is a special one for most students
— it's the week before spring break. A time to count
off the days, hours, minutes, seconds and nanoseconds
until we can get out of here.
The upcoming week is also a special one for tanning
parlors. Most department stores will tell you they make
more money at Christmas than any other time of the
year. Well, for tanning parlors, this is Christmas.
Hundreds of students are heading off to the tropics for
break. They do^'t want to look like albinos next to everyone else, so they give the tanning parlors all their money
for the sun-drenched look.
By the way, if you want to go to a tanning parlor between now and spring break but haven't made an appointment yet, good luck.
• ••
We have some advice for anyone using these newfangled computers on campus. With the old computers, the
disks slid out right after you shut down. With the new
computers, the computers upgrade their memory for
several minutes before they eject the disk.
We've, heard several people in a hurry have been late to
class because of this. So, if you're in a hurry, or if you
don't want to sit waiting five to 10 minutes for your disk,
make sure you eject before you shut down.
• ••
E.A.R. Central is disappointed with the voter turnout at
the Undergraduate Student Government elections. These
elections decide who our leaders for student government
will be for the fall. If students don't vote, the administration will think we don't care. And if we don't care, why
should the administration?
E.A.R. also wants to commend the USG candidates who
cared enough to take the time to campaign for positions.
• ••
Fire alarms -- yuck. There's nothing worse than having
to get up at 4 a.m. and stand outside in your pajamas in
the middle of the night in the bitter cold Bowling Green
winter. To all of those who think it's a great Joke to pull a
fire alarm ~ your sense of humor is not appreciated.

Light up for your country
As I alt down here at my
machine, I'm tiying to think how I
can better the world through my
column. I want to know how we
can prop up our sinking economy- I want to know how we can
educate our children for the future.
Since all the above require
knowledge far beyond my limited
writing and thinking abilities. I
decided to call in some reinforcements.
"Goal Hey. Godl" I shouted
aloud from my keyboard. 'Yeah.
If 8 me again. That train column
Idea didn't work out so well, but
I'm willing to give you another
chance. Anyway, what I wanna
know Is, how are we going to
compete in a global environment?
Will America ever catch up? And
finally, God. Coach Jim Larranaga. why. Lord? Oh, why?"
"Slow down, have yourself a
cigarette," came a bellow from
above. "The one who Is .500 will
soon be leaving you."
"Thanks. God. But I "don't
smoke."
"Start and preach my word to
the others. The cigarette will solve
the problems of the American
flock."
I was wondering If maybe God
was 'upstairs' turning the water
into wine and the wine Into some
sortofStolley.
I mean, I remember nry first
cigarette. I was klnda hanging out
on the grade school playground in
my Jams shorts and Ocean Pacific t-shlrt. Don't you sometimes
wonder why. even though most of

feelgood.
Until 1 inhaled.
After that I wretched and
heaved for hours and got taken to
the school nurse, who sent me
home and let me explain to my
parents that I thought I got food
poisoning from the Salisbury
Steak.
It wasn't a pretty sight But If
God says smoke, then I figure It's
at least worth a little research.
So I called Fact Line to see If the
Almighty's case checked out And
this Is what I found: tobacco Is
one of the U.S.'s leading exports.
In fact United States tobacco
farmers garnished over
.614,882,000 pounds of tobacco
In 1993. And that accounts for
$3,925.8 million dollar* of exports every year.
us grew up In the Midwest, we
The more Americans smoke —
sail went through a sort of tropithe more tobacco farmers can
cal clothing phase?
produce - the more tobacco that
Anyway, we were unexpectedly Is produced - the more Jobs will
approached by one of the 'older be created — the more Jobs that
kids.' And not Just any older kid, are created - the better the econbut the older kid that supposedly omy. Together we can save this
swallowed his own dip spit so he country of ours. Together we can
could chew during Mrs. Thomppull ourselves up by our collective
son's biology lectures. This kid boot straps. Together. If we all
was bad.
smoke lots of cigarettes, we can
"Here, man, do you guys want a "Light Up America.''
hit?" the bad kid asked, swinging
If we can Increase American's
a clgacette In our direction. "It's, smoking habits by Just three
cool."
cigarettes a day for every non-sI had seen commercials warnmoking man, woman and child,
ing me about this kind of thing.
that's $250,000,000 more tunOn the other hand, I figured I neled into our ailing economy.
could really use a shot of coolness With that money, cigarette comIn my early adolescent life. So I panies could provide 5.000 Jobs at
grabbed the cigarette, took a long $50,000 ayear. It's foolproof.
drag and you know what, It did
Under this new plan, smokers

EIFFER:

would become national heros.
. People lighting up would be "doing their part for our country.;"
And non-smokers would find out
what It's like to be on the short
end of the cigar.
Imagine a crowd of nonjr
smokers huddled together for
warmth outside of a hockey game
trying to catch some oxygen that
somehow seeped Its way across
our now smoky border.
Inside the arena all the smokers would be sitting around talking, bitching about the nonsmokers always filling up their atr
with smelly carbon dioxide.
Sure, there are some problems
with an entire nation lighting up,
but It's nothing we can't solve.
"What about emphysema?
Won't health care costs skyrocket?"
Nah. Everyone knows It's sec-i
ond hand smoke that's the problem. And if everyone's doing their;
part and lighting up, then nobody's got to worry about Inhaling
second-hand smoke. Problem
solved.
Okay, I figure since rve spent
most of the column advocating
smoking, I'd better be the first on£
to try It for myself. All right IVej
got my Aral clgarelte of the "Light:
Up America" campaign right here;;
Here goes, rve lit the clgarettei
Now I'm going to Inhale.
\'
While I was throwing up. God
again decided to grace me with
his presence.
"Hey, Puke Boy. I was Just kid;
ding, and I'm not going to take the!
heat for the train column."

• ••
Memo to SicSic: if you have nothing better to do than
write old song lyrics on your signs (see the Applied Human Ecology Building), Just don't bother writing them.
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reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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Replacements will help
Yes, It was truly a fabulous day.
The sun, like the hopes of the Undergraduate Student Government candidates, rested high
amidst the scattered clouds In a
soft, blue sky. Tidings of spring
had wlsped the winter winds back
north and all that remained was a
crisp, gentle breeze.
It was a day to set aside the
turmoil of the pre-sprlng break
frenzy and do what came naturally. It was a day to leave your
worries on the residence hall step
and head on up the sunny side of
Bast Wooster. It was a day to relax and return to our country's
pastime.
Sol blew the dust offiof my mitt,
donned my trusty Indian's cap
. and called my friend to "have a
catch".
As we stood In the courtyard
trading curvebaUs and baseball
stones, a wave of nostalgia swept
1
over me. I was reminded of when I
was but a lad and my father
would take me out tn the backyard to teach me the rudiments of
the game.

mmmmm

After dinner, we'd play catch In
the twilight until my mom's familiar whistle would tell me It was
time for bed. Every night we'd
toss the hall around. Just the two
of us, lather and son. That was a
special moment
That was baseball.
Nowadays, the phrase "baseball
has no place for replacement
players" has been echoing
throughout newspapers and
Interviews. Well, I have news for
all of those people out there who
are Jumping on the bandwagon
and saying It's not baseball without our major leaguers.
Now there seems to be a great
panic In this country because we
have a new set of players. People
are so upset because their superstars aren't playing, but these
"ordinary" people are. I say,
what's the difference? "Oh. but
our superstars aren't playing, so
we can't accept these new
players."
Come on, people. Baseball
players used to play for nothing.
They used to play for nothing

more than competition and team
unity. No endorsements, no salaries and no unions.
If these superstars care more
about the money than the game
Itself, then Id prefer to see
someone else do the Job. They
curse the minor leaguers for
crossing picket lines and for
wanting to play. I say. let 'em.
Some of these minor leaguers
have been watting their enure
lives to play In the major leagues.
They have spent their entire lives
chasing their childhood dreams of
playing In major league stadiums
and listening to the cheering
crowds.
What you're going to see from
these new players Is a return to
the roots of baseball. They are going to make the most of their
chance In the spotlight. Competition, sportsmanship and athleticism wlO once again make their
way to the ballpark each night
These players will play their
hearts out to assure the fans they
belong in the major leagues.
Sure, moat of .them won't

measure up to the standards
what we consider major le
The fact Is, most of the i__,
leaguers that were playing befo
were mediocre at best so the
wont be that big of a difference.
And If there Is, who real
cares? It's still baseball. It doesn
matter If it's Roger Clemens pit
Ing to Frank Thomas or my i
pitching to me fn the back w_
Whether they're major league
or not they are soil playing tl
game the way It has been since I
National League Inception
1876. There are soil two teams.)
bat and ball, four bases and
diamond. You cad them'_ _.
ment players' because they
placed the major leaguers.
I call them "replacemet
players "because they are _ _,
Ing the very heart and soul
game that has become shauc
with greed. These new boys
summer are coming to play.'
do you say we give them L.
support for once?
Chrt* Zuntc (s a weekly
umntatJbrTh»Hmm.
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THEY
SAID IT
" Each time a piece of equipment emerges there are
new ways of approaching things. It really opens up
the way we work."
Peter Gabriel

NATIONAL We.-ilhoi
The Aocu-Weather* forecast for noon, Friday, March 10.
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University students
get published in
journal
An article by five undergraduate students at the University
has become the first manuscript written by students to be
published In a national Journal.
The article, "Learning to
Teach." appeared In a recent
issue ofStrateoles. a professional Journal for physical and
sport educators published by
the American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education
and Dance.

Authors Carrie Rae Hallett of
Avon, N.Y.: Cralg A Aman of
Oregon, Ohio; Bracily J. Burrows of Flndlay, Ohio; Tiffany
A Turner of Cellna, Ohio; and
Samantha I. Thomas of Utch field. Ohio; are all elementary
physical education majors.
They all collaborated on the
article as a class project last
spring.
All but one are currently
seniors at the University. Burrows graduated from the University last May.
This Is the first time in the

history of Strategies that an ar
tlcle written by undergraduates has been published or
even submitted." said Pamela
Allison, course Instructor.
The article appeared in an Issue of Strategies which focused
on the theme of collaboration
to produce It. It reflected their
experiences as University
methods students working collabora lively with cooperation
teachers in area schools and
discusses numerous Issues
often confronted by beginning
teachers.
The authors offer pointers on
how to create an effective learning environment In the gymnasium, as well as how to establish and maintain control.
They stress the Importance
of being a teacher first, then a
friend.
The authors' experiences In
methods classes and as student teachers also enabled
them to offer advice on dealing
In a professional manner with
a variety of problems, such as
disruptive behaviour, students
who develop a crush on the
student teacher and overcoming nervousness on the first
day of class.

ACROSS
THE NATION
New attention focused
on U .S .-Russian relations

But May 8 Is described as an unlikely date.
Bombarded with questions
about what was behind the appearance of unusual activity, the
WASHINGTON - A sudden
administration Insisted nothing
flurry of activity — consultations
out of the ordinary was going on.
In Moscow and the announce"Somewhat overblown." was
ment of a high-level meeting In
White House spokesman Mike
Europe ~ focused attention
McCurry's description of the emThursday on Increasing stress In
bassy press release saying that
U.S. - Russian relations.
Pickering was returning to MosSecretary of State Warren
cow from Vladivostok.
Christopher said he would fry to
Christine Shelly, the State DeEurope In two weeks for a meeting
partment spokeswoman, echoed
with Russian Foreign Minister
that.
Andrei Kozyrev to "carry forward
It could attract a lot of attenthe dialogue" between the two
tion and create expectations that
former enemies.
At the same time, Thomas Pick- there's something wildly exciting
happening," she said of the press
ering, the U.S. ambassador to
release. "It doesn't fall Into that
Russia, abruptly cut short a trip
category," she Insisted.
to far eastern Russia and reMcCurry and Shelly said that
turned to Moscow for what the
Pickering returned to Moscow to
embassy described as urgent
meet with Kozyrev and go over tht
consultations.
agenda for the Christopher meetThe two developments stirred
ing In Europe. The embassy had
the kind of nervous Interest that
released a statement saying Pickcharacterized the Cold War days.
The Clinton administration hasn't ering received Instructions from
Washington to shorten his tour
hidden Its displeasure with Rusfor consultations "on ongoing
sia's plan to sell nuclear power
plants to Iran and with the level of matters of significant Interest to
the two governments."
violence In Chechnya.
Shelly said the only reason for
For their part, the Russians feel
the suddenness of the ambassnubbed by President Clinton's
reluctance to Join President Boris sador's return to Moscow was
that "a window opened In KoYeltsin in Moscow on May 8 to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of zyrev's schedule."
Christopher and Kozyrev have
the end of the war In Europe. The
administration has said repeated- met many times, often In Geneva,
the Likely site of their session later
ly the two presidents will meet
this month.
during the first half of this year.
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ACROSS
THE STATE
Astronaut writes book
TOLEDO - Astronaut James
Lovell Jr. saw the dark side of the
moon.
Lovell was one of three crew
members on the Apollo 13 mission, which took off April 11.
1970.
The crew was supposed to land
on the moon. But trouble struck
the spaceship seconds Into the
flight when two engines shut
down. It was the first of many
problems to plague the flight.
At one point, It looked like the
crew would not make It back to
earth.
But they did.
Now, Lovell has written the
book Lost Moon about his experience on Apollo 13 and the space
program.
He spoke about his book
Wednesday as part of the "Authors! Authors!" series sponsored
by The Blade and Toledo- Lucas
County Public Library.
He said he had written one
chapter of the book In 1991 when
his agent called and said he had
sold It to the movies.
"But we haven't even written It
yet," Lovell said he told his agent.
A movie about the mission Is being directed by Ron Howard. Actor
Tom Hanks will portray Lovell In
the film.
The book recounts Lovell's Apollo 13 experience.
As soon as the flight took off.
two engines shut down. About 90
hours late r and 200.000 miles
from earth, an oxygen tank exploded. He said the spacecraft
rocked back and forth and then
everything went dead.
That meant major problems to
the spacecraft's electrical system,
loss of two of three fuel cells and
the release of oxygen from the
rear of the spacecraft.
That's when the old lead
weight went down to the bottom of
my stomach. I knew we must be
In serious trouble," he said.
The oxygen tank explosion
knocked out all the power except
for small batteries and lunar
module power supplies and forced
the crew to abort their moon landing.

They had to return home by orbiting the moon and picking up
momentum from the moon's orbit
to guide the craft back on course
to earth.
As they headed back to earth in
the cramped capsule, Lovell said
his crew was prepared that they
might never make It back. Ground
controllers also were uncertain If
Lovell and his crew members - John Swlgert and Fred Halse Jr.
--would return.
But by manually controlling the
capsule, the crew successfully
steered to a landing In the Pacific
Ocean.
"What saved us was really the
motivation — the teamwork of the
crew." he said.
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Judge increases bond
for worn an accused of
killhgson

995

Thirty-six years ago today, the
on-campus enrollment was 4,968. This
figure was 58 more than the number
enrolled for fall semester even after
155 students who graduated and 170
who were dismissed for academic
failure were subtracted from the fall
semester's total, 5,235.

BATAVTA. Ohio - AJudge on
Thursday increased the bond for a
woman accused of beating her
8-year-old son to death and denied her request to attend the
boy's funeral later in the day.
"Undoubtedly, although she Is
Continued from page one.
Just accused at this point, that
would be unsettling and disturbJordan] acted very over-confident
ing to the family," Judge Jerry
the whole time."
McBrldc said.
The seven New Promise for
Rhonda Brown. 41, pleaded Innocent to charges of aggravated
BGSU senate candidates sat
murder and murder In the slaying together silently while the results
of her son. Jerry Howell.
were read. When the reading was
During the arraignment In
done, the candidates shook
Clermont County Common Pleas
hands and patted each another
Court, MrBride increased the
bond to $500,000 from $200,000. on the hacks.
"Seven for sevenl" exclaimed
Brown was Indicted on the charges on Wednesday and faces life In one of the New Promise candidates.
prison If convicted.
Jason Sonensheln, re-elected
Prosecutors said there could be
to his previous at-large senator
security problems If Brown attended the funeral.
position, said the sweep was all
Funeral director Ed Nurre said
he could have asked for and
private donations paid for the
boy's burial.
He said people expressed anger
as well as grief at the funeral
home visitation Wednesday.
Tf she did It. I think it's sick."
said Tesco Lovell, 39, of Hamersvl
lie. a father of three children.

USG

more.
"The people came out and declared their trust In the New
Promise for BGSU platform."
Sonensheln said.
"I am a bit surprised that
everyone got in. I really didn't
know what to expect." he said.
New Promise candidate Michael
Haynes said the group's platform
ensured Its success In the elections.
The hardest work. The best
message. That was why we won."
Haynes said.

great scores...
(«flft>

Pi Beta Phi Presents Its Spring 1995
Pledge Class and Their Offices

vnn/kiiiani
Southern Pacific worker Kevin Dratue seems to put his head on the
line while working under the tracks In a ditch that win carry cable
wires to the new Amtrak station at Jack London Square in Oakland. California.

Kaplan helps you locus
your last prep study
wham you need I moat
Well show you the
proven skate and teattaking techniques thai
help you gat a higher
score.
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Nominee visits BG
Asher believes her style matches campus*
Jay Young
TheBG News
After one day on campus, Betty Turner Asher
said she has found a fit that she could live with.
Td love to be here. I think It would be a good fit."
Asher said. "I think my style Is a good fit for this Institution."
Asher has been president of University of South
Dakota since 1989. She said all of the roles of the
position of president can make It difficult to stay in
touch with the Institution Itself at times.
One of the things she said she has done In the
past to keep In touch with the students Is the "President for a Day*" contest at USD. The winner of the
contest carries out her duties for a day.
"Whatever particular schedule they had on the
particular day that we choose, I would Just go and
do their schedule, and they would do my schedule."
she said.
Asher said while she was In class, the student
was busy dealing with public officials and USD vice
presidents.

IThandav
•tternoon. Tm hoping to dud wh.th.r or not the Institution U ■ food lit whether or not the institution KM m.
u the pnoD that can provide them with the Uedfmhlp that they need," Aeher —Id.
__

•Jail-N-Bail' returns
Annual philanthropy aims
at child abuse prevention
Genell Pavelich
The BG News
Students and faculty may be
Involved in an arresting development Saturday thanks to one
' Greek philanthropy.
The Kappa Delta sorority will
have Its annual "Jall-NBall" fundraiser Saturday at the
sorority
house from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Proceeds
from the
event will go
toward the
prevention of child abuse.
Chrissy Alderton. Kappa Delta's vice president for public relations, said this philanthropy
has had a good response In the
past because It helps a good
cause.

LAYMAN
Continued from page one.
But, If the client Is unable, a CES
staff member will lend assistance.
"We like to keep people as active
In the Job search as they can."
Fulk said. "If they aren't, the Job
Is real easy for them to give up,
because they didn't fully participate in getting 1L They didn't have
ownership of that Job."
"We've been doing very well,"
Fulk said. "Winter Is usually very
dry. But we've had employment
every month, sometimes every
week. Almost all our staff members are doing Job coaching, even
though that's not what they normally do Just because of the demand."

This event helps to promote
Greek unity, and we all come
together for a united cause."
she said.
Alderton said the members of
the sorority will go out on Saturday and arrest different people and bring them to the sorority house. Those arrested will
have to call someone to ball
them out for $5.
The funds collected from the
project are donated to the
national philanthropy, as well
as local programs.
Some of the local programs
advocate child abuse prevention and education and also aid
child abuse victims. The Children's Resource Center and
Wood County Foster Care are
agencies In Wood County benefittlng from the event.
During the week, members of
the sorority have been in
different buildings on campus
to sell raffle tickets and arrest

tickets for $1. People can also
arrest their friends the day of
the event or arrest someone
who had arrested them.
Last year, the Kappa Delta's
Jail \ Hail was the largest fundralslng activity among the
sororities on campus, raising
$1,189 for abused children.
Katerlna Brennan, a member
of the sorority, said the philanthropy can benefit a lot of people.
"More people need to realize
what a good cause this Is for,"
she said. "This is a way to have
a lot of fun and raise money at
the same time."
The sorority has sponsored a
philanthropy with proceeds
benefiting abused children
every year since 1972.
Kappa Delta alumna Donna
Stone founded the National
Committee for the Prevention of
Child Abuse, and the sorority
chose this cause as their
national philanthropy In 1984.
It was originally known as the
"Shamrock Project" because It
occurs so close to St. Patrick's
Day.

Asher said the biggest role that needs to be filled
as University president Is that of fund-raiser.
"I think the biggest challenge for higher education in general Is going to be financing," Asher said.
"Students unfortunately are going to have to share
a bigger burden than I wish they would have to."
She said as state dollars decrease, the University
will have to improve the relationships that currently exist
"1 think you need to build upon the relationships
that you already have," Asher said. "You need to go
to business and Industry and present them with an
idea worthy of funding, but also an Idea where they
get something back In exchange."
Asher and her husband Tony have been married
for 29 years. She said whenever she has time they
enjoy traveling to a home they own on the Gulf
Coast.
"I love to travel every opportunity I get," Asher
said. "When we have a long weekend, we love to go
down there an enjoy the water and walk on the
beach."

Candidate's associates
disagree with comment
"The academic vice president that she has not gotten the confiposition Is a tough one on cam- dence of the faculty here, and I
pus. I think there Is opposition to can't see her changing her ways."
any kind of change. Most oppoDick Hanson. NDSU associate
More than 80 percent of faculty sition gets targeted at the aca- vice president for Academic Afsurveyed last fall at North Dakota demic VP," Wallace said. "I think fairs, said he thinks Wallace has
State University disagreed with it is primarily a sign that there done a good Job.
the statement that BG University has been a lot of change on cam"I think she has enriched our
presidential candidate Sharon pus."
campus a lot," Hanson said "I
Wallace Is
think she is getting blamed for
committed to
stuff that she didn't do. I have alJohn Schelbelhut was a dean at ways found her to be open to my
the principles
NDSU for seven years before Wal- Ideas and willing to talk about
of academic
lace asked him to leave. He com- them."
freedom.
pared the tense situation at
The survey.
NDSU to the Holocaust.
In which 40
Wallace supplied 11»e
"After she had been there for with the names of faculty who
percent of the
about three months, a group of have supported her. All were tenNDSU faculty
deans who thought she was In- ured (acuity members.
participated,
competent met and discussed
was conducted
Andy Keogh. NDSU professor of
what could be done, and all but education, said Wallace is receivby the NDSU
chapter of the American Associa- one of those deans have been ing criticism for change that Is
fired. She is very vindictive," not all of her responsibility.
tion of University Professors.
Jon Llndgren, NDSU associate Schelbelhut said. "1 felt It was like
professor and president of the it would have been In Hitler GerThe fact of the matter Is that
AAUP chapter, said changes In many without the concentration there Is considerable tension on
promotion and tenure were part camp."
the campus because there has
All non-tenured faculty mem- been considerable change. A lot of
of the reasons for the disapproval.
"The rules for promotion and bers contacted refused to com- that Is placed on the vice presitenure have been unclear," Llnd- ment on the specifics of the situa- dent's door," Keogh said. 'Tm not
gren said. "And there was a per- tion using their names.
sure how a manager makes tough
A NDSU faculty member, who decisions and leaves everyone
ception that If you spoke out
against the administration, you refused to be named, said he happy."
would be punished one way or would be concerned about her
coming to Bowling Green If he
another."
Wallace will visit the University
Wallace, who has been NDSU was a member of the University Monday and Tuesday. She will
vice president for Academic Af- faculty.
speak at an open forum Monday
"I would be quite concerned," afternoon at 1 p.m. In 113 Olsfairs since 1991, said the survey
the faculty member said. "I think campHall.
Is the result of a lot of change.
Jay Young
The BG News

Greeks' time, effort benefit causes
Genell Pavelich
TheBG News
Members of the University's Greek
system donate much of their time and
energy Into helping with fund-raisers.
During the Philanthropy Days last
month, four events were sponsored by
Greek organizations to raise money for
various causes.
Scott Wood, philanthropy chairman for
Phi Gamma Delta, said their second annual "Sumo Slam" raised about $1,100.
with $800 of the proceeds going to the
Ohio Cancer Research Associates. The
rest of the money raised went toward expenses, including paying for the sumo

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST,
NOW CHECK OUT THE BE£L

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

Office Located at: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

along with the philanthropy for the first
time. Williams said.
Janet Dragonette, foundation assistant
for Delta Gamma, said the "Anchorsplash," co-sponsored by Delta Gamma
and Phi Delta Theta, raised more than
$1,000. with $800 donated to Aid to the
Blind and Sight Conservation. The rest of
the proceeds will pay for expenses such as
police and trophies.
Diana Breclaw, graduate adviser of
community service education for Greek
Life, said the philanthropies at the University are very organized and she Is
pleased that each chapter has Its own
event planned.
"I&iery chapter doss a phenomenal Job.

Phi Eta Sigma
Initiation March 12
in
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Limited number of One & Two Bedroom
apartments at three great locations available with:
- Ceiling Fans
- Free Private Campus Shuttle
■ Two (2) Pools
- Furnished or Unfurnished
■ Air Conditioning
- 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Sile Laundry Facilities
• Gas Heat, Cooking, Water, Sewer, Trash Pickup Included

costumes used during the event
Last year, the "Sumo Slam" raised $700
to benefit cancer research, so this year response was a little better. Wood said.
Chris Lynch. Lambda Chi Alpha vtce
president, said their "Maze Craze" raised
$361 to donate to Saturday Morning Love
Affair, a program that helps disabled
youths.
Shannon Williams, philanthropy
chairwoman for Chi Omega, said the annual 'Twister Tournament" raised $1,335
for the St. Vincent Tenisslon Center, a
center that deals with eating disorders.
The event raised about $700 in past
years, but the numbers Increased this
year because the sorority had a raffle

i.

i.

3:00 PM
Parents, Friends and Relatives
are welcome.

C

which Is a tribute to the Greek system
here at the University," she said.
Breclaw said the philanthropies help to
show sororities and fraternities are more
than Just social organizations.
"Community service adds so much to
the individuals, as well as the chapter as a
whole," she said.

YOUSAY
YOU CAN RIDE?

PROVE IT.

Be Safe, Don't Drink & Drive

Attention Spring Breakers!

LET'S Party!
Panama City from $139
Hotels Include:
Quad
Triple
Double
BMTdwalfc Beach $149
$189
$269
Holiday fan
$169
$209
$299
Beachfront Accomldations!
Dally Free Drink Parties!
Wristbands for Discounted Club Admissions!
Daytona from $159
Cancun from $399
Bahamas from $369
International Trina Tncliiita:
Round Trip Air
Airport/Hotel Ground Transfers
Daily Free Drink Parties!
Endless Summer Tours
1-800-234-7007
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Judge grants continuance
Davis, Masley trial raises issue of constitutional rights
Joe Boyle
The BG News

naHllmnaiNua,
Commuter, patiently wait at the Court Street railroad miming, aa Bowltag Green waa a city divided for nearly an hour Thursday afternoon. Official! claimed a hydraulic failure for the tralo'a unexpected whlatle atop.

Rail crossings*
safety prompts
council debate
LecBuae
The BG News
The danger of missing gates or lights at Bowling Green's railroad crossings has become one of City Council's main concerns.
Train accidents caused two deaths last year. Including University student Stephen Seeley. Conrall and City Council are currently working together to come up with a plan to make the crossings safer.
"Conrall wants us to close as many crossings as possible — that
way It lessens their liability." said Todd Klelsmlt. First Ward City
Council member.
The proposed plan by Conrall Is to shut down the crossings at
Frazee and Derby avenues now and Pike Street later. In exchange
for the opening of Merry Avenue with lights and gates.
However. If these three crossings are closed. It could cause
problems for many commuters.
"If we close these crossings. It will divert traffic and channel it
somewhere else, causing many traffic problems on other streets,"
Klelsmlt said.
"I'm not convinced that we need to close any crossings, but the
dty does need Improvements," he said. "With help from Conrall,
the city may Install new traffic lights, possibly at Poe |Road| and
Thursun (Avenue). In the next couple of years If any crossings are
closed. This should help with the congestion that occurs when
commuters are channeled onto other streets." Klelsmlt said not
to count on a decision very soon.
"It could happen next week, next month or next year," Klelsmlt
said.
The plan was proposed two months ago by Conrall.
"There Is really no deadline to make a decision," Klelsmlt said.
'We're soil trying to get some public Information."
Council has made no Indication of wanting to close down these
crossings. Mayor Wes Hoffman said.
Hoffman also said regardless of what happens with Pike. Derby
and Frazee, there will be lights and gates at both Reed Road and
Lehman Avenue.

Defense attorney Alan Konop
described the trial of Jodl Masley
and Marvetta Davis as "much ado ,
about nothing."
Nothing happened In Wood
County Common Pleas
Court before
Judge Gale WU
Lamson Thursday morning,
as Konop and
Eileen Scheff
moved for another continuance in a trial
that has been
going on since July of 1994.
Masley and Davis are charged
with Inciting violence at the July
1994 Ku Klux Klan rally in Bowling Green. The charge, only applied several times since Its Inception, was created In 1970. according to Konop.
"This Is a statute that was

created after the Kent Slat..
shootings. This Is the first time
It's been applied like this," Konop
said. "There's only been one conviction on this charge, and It was
overturned."
But Just as there have been no
convictions on this charge.
neither has the law leading to the
charge been deemed unconstitutional by any courts.
"If there's a challenge. It will be
that this law (inciting to vlolencells unconstitutional, which
no Ohio court has found." Wood
County Prosecuting Attorney
Alan Mayberry said.
Konop and Scheff are charging
that the application of the Inciting
to violence charge, a felony, will
carry a penalty that does not fit
the crime -- a violation of the
women's constitutional rights.
However. Mayberry said the
crime of inciting to violence was
committed, and the county Is
obliged to pursue It as such.
"We will not tolerate crime."
Mayberry said.
In what Bishop said was a de-

POLICE
Bl
■ Police were contacted March
2 by an employee of The Link who
received a call from a suicidal
man. The man said he "will not
see the sun rise" and wants to die
in front of his dog, according to
the police report.
■ Police received a complaint
March 2 from a man who said a
woman piloting a purple Prism
cut him off twice on West Wooster
Street and almost hit him three
limes. According to the police report, the man said. "It's like she's
not paying attention to her driving."
■ Forty to 50 students were reportedly involved In a food fight In
Harshman Dining Hall on March
2.
■ On March 3 two North Main
Street residents reported to police
someone keeps ordering food delivery to their apartment In the
middle of the night and having
their car towed.

■ A semi truck driver was cited
for failure to control his vehicle on
March 3 after reportedly hitting a
Walk/Don't Walk" sign at the
comer of South Main and East
Wooster streets.
■ A Napoleon Road resident reportedly struck his pregnant wife
and tried to choke his mother-inlaw on March 3. Police said the
choking continued until a group
of people grabbed him and pinned
him to the ground. The man was
arrested later.
■ A woman told police she was
harassed In a gas station restroom on March 3 by two lesbians.
The lesbians reportedly kept
pounding on the door and poking
her In the chest.
■ A resident of the Kappa Sigma house was arrested Saturday
morning after reportedly trying to
commit suicide at Doyt Perry
Stadium. The man was cited for
disorderly conduct while Intoxi-

fensive attempt to get remarks on
the record, Scheff called three
men. alleged Ku Klux Klan supporters, to take the stand to explain why they did not want their
addresses disclosed. However,
the defense excused the men during a pre-trial Interview at 9:30
a.m..
The men, one of whom was the
victim In the alleged crime, have
expressed to prosecutors that
they do not want their addresses
revealed, In fear of having
National Women's Rights Organizing Committee supporters at
their doorsteps.
"The defense had their chance
to talk to these men today,"
Mayberry said. "They don't need
the addresses."
Scheff said the addresses are
fundamental to the defense of
Davis and Masley.
"We need to establish two
things - what these men will say
and If what they say will be true,"
Scheff said.
The hearing to dismiss the
charges has been rescheduled for

April 5. and the trial Is slated to
begin on April 27.
At Just over eight months, the
case Is beginning to grow old for
both sides. Mayberry states,
however, that most of the delays
have been due to defense tactics.
'We're ready to sit down at the
table and talk." Mayberry said.
"The defense seems to want to
make a show of this. They're the
ones picketing and distributing
flyers."
NWROC had planned a demonstration before Thursday's
proceedings, but Just nine members showed up. and only two actually stood outside the court
house.
However, the NWROC members
made their voices heard Inside as
they filled up the back row of the
courtroom and commented on
the charges lacing Davis and
Masley.
"This Is our last chance to say
that a Klan supporter against a
black person can hardly be considered a fair trial." NWROC
member Tonla Troy said.

cated, damaging and endangering, resisting arrest and underage
consumption of alcohol.
■ A Flndlay resident was
stopped on North Enterprise
Street Saturday after police observed him driving with headlights flashing, horn blowing and
alarm sounding. The driver reportedly said he did not have the
button to shut off the alarm and
was going home to get It.
■ A urinal was reportedly
ripped from a men's restroom wall
in Kohl Hall Saturday morning.
■ A Falrview Street resident
told police he was threatened
Saturday by a man who found a
note on his car regarding where It
was parked. According to the
police report, the threatener said
he would "kick |the victim's) ass"
If he ever sees him around the car
again.
■ An employee of Subway on
South Main Street told police he
was threatened on the phone
Saturday night. The caller said,
"F~k you" several times and.
You can shove this sandwich up
your ass." according to the police
report.
■ A Wilson Street resident said
his stepfather "Just busted Into

the apartment and punched him
in the nose" Sunday night, according to the police report.
■ A Ronald McDonald van was
reportedly seen speeding through
a South Main Street school zone
Monday afternoon. A manager at
the South Main Street McDonald's reportedly said the clown
had been there and left but could
not give police a name other than
"Ronald McDonald."
■ A Grand Rapids resident told
police he received a call Tuesday
from a man who claimed to be collecting money for the "Ohio Patrolman's Benevolence Fund."
The caller became Irate when the
man would not donate and said.
That mother f~ker" and. Well.
f~k you." according to the police
report.
■ A Lehman Avenue resident
told police he was punched In the
mouth Tuesday morning by a
man known only known as "Dewayne." The victim reportedly
said he had been playing foosball
with Dewayne In Uptown/Downtown on North Main
Street earlier and did not know
why Dewayne was mad at him.

AIDS benefit offers fun, hope
Andrea Wood
The BG News
Free condoms, great local music, free condoms, a
'■worthy cause and, of course, free condoms — these
are only a few of the perks available at this year's
AIDS benefit concert.
The fourth annual benefit kicks off at 8 p.m. on
March 16 at Howard's Club H on Main Street
The Rlbcage Houdlnls, The Kind, Wally Pleasant,
The Sprags and Gone Daddy Finch will be playing
for free, but all money collected at the door goes to
David's House in Toledo, a non-profit care center
for people living with AIDS.
"It's gonna kick ass," said Dan Stutzman. coorganlzer of the event.
Along with Kim Trlnko, Stutzman took the reins

from Sam Melendez and Mike Cook with one goal In
mind - to make this year's concert the best.
"We've had a good number of acts, and they all do
It for free," said Melendez, former organizer for the
AIDS benefit concert. "Except for Wally. We usually
slip him 30 bucks or so for gas and food."
According to Stutzman, the organizers decided to
cut down the number of bands this year to make It
more enjoyable for everyone. Stutzman said the
concert used to start at 6:30 p.m. and go all night.
"Bands used to have to rush through their sets,"
Stutzman said.
This year doors open at 7:30 p.m.. and Rlbcage
Houdlnls head the program at 8 p.m. Trlnko said

See ADDS, page ■even.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Alpha Gamma Delta
"Come As You Are"

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiif

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

Nlkkl&Jared
DeckybMlke
Michelle 0 Jeremy
Jodl & John.
Kristin & John
Notolle & Pete

Coihrtne & Perry
DeldreODryon
Kelly G Greg
Angle 6 Cory
Deonno&Morty
Hohler 0 Occero
Reagan & Jeremy
Lauren 0 Ed
Deb&Ooig
Deonno&Mott
Heidi & Ryan

Jen&Drod
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March 11, 1995
Jomle ond Ryon
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Heidi and Andy
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JenondDrod

Ebony &lvory
Czerwlnskl & her
wanna be date
Chartsso & Andreas
DebOSteve
Bethany & Trlpp
. Lisa & Tom Cruise
EmUy&John
Deellte G Steve
Amy & Eric
Crtstin&Mart
Kristen 6 Brent
Amy&Kyle

Kotmo&Vlrg

BrendoODoug
Trudy & Jeremiah
Jodie&Luhe
Deonno and Matt

WAL*MART ys&f^f
PUOS
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15-POINT
LUBE EXPRESS
*M®:APPQmTMENT HiBIBBlE®

Every Day
18 Zi

1. Install up to 5 quarts of
featured oil.
2. Install new oil filter
3. Lubricate chassis

Check & Fill:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

r
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Washer fluid
Transmission fluid
Power steering fluid
Brake fluid
Differential fluid
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Check:
9. Air Filters
10. Wiper Blades
11. Tires & inflate to
proper pressure
12. Brake lights & tail
lights
13. Headlights & signal
lights

LUBE/WL/HITH 8PEOAL

'1295 or FREE*

Plus:
14. Vacuum interior
15. Wash exterior
windshield.

' mckxMt Ik « B 5 qn. o< oi '
1
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LoulHOmrtt Optnfl

Tuffy
Auto Service
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■
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chiwt luOe ano 2* pi Mrtty vupKton.
-F™««* my oil* *«•»»«•««»

Reg. $18.74
Monday-Friday 8-8 Saturday 8-7 Sunday 10-5

Centers

352-2499

353-2444
1087 S. MAIN STREET

«iMM|M<MNNmaa»

» %IWHK«tf«

NuctloPiiaHut
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE!
FREE SAFETY INSPECTIONS!
MO OBLIGATION ESTIMATES!
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

Expire. 3-31-95
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ARE YOU READY for SPRING BREAK

NLWCAH LOAN;, liLA'..:. CM Y CHtu.I UNION
.CLASS-

• crry_

Don't break down on the way!!
Stop in for an oil change and tune up!!

-CREDIT.
.UNION-

COMPETITIVE NEW CAR LOAN RATES:
®38 MONTH
^gV
7.25%
48 MONTH
Pj^fl 7.75%
60 MONTH
^0T 7.95%
YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR A TOTAL OF 1/2%
DISCOUNT ON THE ABOVE STATED RATES
IN ONE OF TWO WAYS:

("Call Greg or Mike)
Tune-ups • Brakes • Cooling Systems • Exhaust • Clutches

S. Main & Napoleon
Bowling Green

Call 352-5244

• A down payment of 20% is being provided insiead of
the 10% Mated in the loan term for purchase money,
vehicle collateralized loans only, OR
• You have two out of three: Active checking account,
VISA, or Min. $2000 CD.
WE ALSO HAVE A GREAT LEASE PROGRAM
WITH AN 9.25% A.P.R., HIGHER MILEAGE
ALLOWANCES AND LOWER FEES.
CALL US FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
352-0717

mm^Si
STILL THE BEST SERVICE AROUND!!

NLW CAH I OAN'i lil AVJ CM Y CHI 1)1 T ONION

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
12953 KRAMER RD.
. OFF OF S. MAIN

Need a way to get to your Spring Break
destination? We have a variety of
rental cars
to choose from!
Give us a call for more details!.'

Thayer
353-5751
i
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License gets facelift

Snowy Rendezvous

State revises plates, identification cards
Joe Boyle
The BG News
Those trying to get a fake identification card may
want to speed up the process.
Ohio's Bureau of Motor Vehicles has begun circulating Ohio's first revision of, the vehicle operator's
license In more than 10 years.
The new licenses have already been released In
Cleveland, Cincinatu and Columbus. The system
will start up In Bowling Green In early April.
"We looked Into the new ID'S from a lot of aspects," said David Cooke. assistant chief of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles Public Information Office.
'The side profile was causing problems with Identification. Even the Department of Education had
problems. They couldn't ID kids for the SAT."
The four-year license from age 16 has also been
scrapped In favor of a five-year license, renewable
when a person reaches age 21.
"All the new first licenses will expire on a person's
21st birthday." Cooke said.
Also featured on the new licenses will be a magnetic stripe and bar code for the storage and quick
access of Information by emergency personnel.
These will provide EMTs with a way to access information for people with organ donor boxes."
Cooke said. "If people try to get a license under false
pretenses, we will have Instant Information. Instant

A flock of Canada gaaaa raata on teh Ice of akyriow Lake In Norfolk. Neb.. Tuesday.

identification."
The license will have a full-color digital picture of
the licenser, plus a smaller, faded picture of the
person behind their vital statistics.
They're going to hold up under wear and tear,"
Cooke said. These are tough."
Robert Holley. deputy registrar of the License Bureau of Bowling Green, said the card will begin circulation in town by April 6.
"It's a great system." he said.
By June of 1996, the new licenses will be met by
new license plates.
The new plate, featuring the word 'Ohio' in a lander font, is a two-tone fade from white to sandy
gold. The major change, however. Is the addition of
another numeral to the standard plate.
"We were dangerously dose to running out of sixdigit numbers," Cooke said.
While the new plates are not required, those purchasing a new vehicle requiring updated plates, or
those who have somehow destroyed their existing
plates will be sdd the new version.
The new plates will cost an extra five dollars.
This will be the first new license design In about
five years, a change which Is welcome, according to
Holley.
"We had a lot cf people asking when we were going to get new plates." Holley said. "It's really an attractive plate."

I

Plowing snowy roads Trio arrested/or assault
difficult in windy BG
two men In the Taco Bell parking
lot following an altercation Inside
the restaurant The attackers rePolice arrested three Fostorta portedly punched the two victims
men following a fight Thursday until they fell to the ground and
morning outside Taco Bell. 320 E. then kicked one of them several
times, according to witnesses.
WoosterSt.
Police found the two victims
Thomas A. BrdUgam Sr. of 550
lying In the parking lot bleeding
W. North St.,
profusely. The victims were
Dion R Tey of
transported to Wood County
425 E. Jackson
Hospital for treatment
St and Anthony Ferguson of
The attackers reportedly left the
1521 N. County
scene In a gray van and were later
line Rd. were
all arrested
stopped and arrested by police.
shortly after
The three were later taken to the
2:30 a.m. Each
Wood County Justice Center.
was charged
Prior to arresting the three atwith two counts
tackers, police stopped another
of felonious assault.
The three allegedly assaulted van matching the same descrlpAaron Gray
The BG News

Jim Vlckera
The BG News
Bowling Green winters can
keep children glued to the radio
listening for school closings and
make road travel nearly Impossible. However, for Ed Toney and
Norm Carpenter, there are no
"snow days."
Toney and Carpenter are two of
several Wood County Highway
Department employees who keep
the county roads dear during the
winter months. Toney. who has
worked for the county highway
department for 25 years, and
Carpenter, who has worked there
for 17 years, both say plowing the
roads during the harsh and unpredictable Bowling Green winters can be quite a challenge.
"Plowing the roads Is Just something you have to pick up." Toney
said. "They send someone out
with you the first few times, but
It's something that can't be
taught because It's always a little
different. Most of It Is Just common sense."
Carpenter said the county Is divided into routes of equal lengths,
and drivers are usually assigned
to the same route. He said a big
part of being safe while plowing
the roads Is for drivers to familiarize themselves with the geography of then- route.
They try to keep you driving In
the same area." Carpenter said.
"A lot of road hazards are out

there. You have to learn where
the trees and catch basins are."
Toney said when It snows during the week there are usually 12
trucks sent out to dear the roads,
while there are usually seven
trucks and one mechanic on call
on the weekends. However, he
said additional drivers are called
In if conditions worsen, so during
the winter months, county
workers are on call 24 hours a
day.
Toney and Carpenter both said
long shifts are also another part
of their Job. Toney said his longest
shift came during the blizzard of
1978.
"I worked 32 straight hours
during the blizzard of '78." Toney
said. "In those situations you Just
have to maybe roll your window
down a little bit to stay alert After
hours of watching the snow come
down, you can kind of get hypnotized."
Toney said deartng the roads Is
a dangerous Job and. in the past,
there have been accidents.
"WeVe had three trucks hit by
trains and weVe had one driver
freeze to death during the blizzard." Toney said. "It's not all fun
and games when you're out
there."
Carpenter and Toney both
agreed that Bowling Green's flat
geography creates some unique
problems when they're out deartng the roads.
"If the wind Is blowing, you

have to plow the same road two or
three times." Toney said. "A lot of
times It blows In as fast as you
can push it out."
Carpenter said drifting snow
can also create a few surprises.
"I have tried to push back snow
drifts and have found cars under1
them." Carpenter said. "You find
a car like that and In the back of
your mind you always wonder If
someone Is In It. I always stop to
check because you never know.
The driver could have passed out
or lost his senses."
Toney- said that despite the
wind. If the snow stops, roads will
be dear In three to four hours
after the snowstorm. He said the
county also uses salt and Ice control, a mixture of salt and stone,
to dear ice from the roads.
However. Carpenter said that
salt and Ice control aren't used
every time there Is a snowstorm.
"Salt is only good to 18 degrees."
Carpenter said. "Below that It's
not active unless there Is traffic
on It. When the wind is blowing
we don't use the salt and Ice control at all."
Toney said reaction from the
public is mainly positive.
However, he said they do hear
from some people who aren't satisfied with their work.
"We get some complaints,"
Toney said. "Either you're In their
way or you aren't getting the
roads cleared fast enough."

Continued from page fire.
the bands will probably have
tapes and CDs available.
"There's gonna be all kinds of
freebles at the door, including
free condoms." Stutzman said.
"Yeah. FVe got a thousand condoms on my floor right now. My
roommate thinks I'm pretty cool."
Eric Kllnger. bassist for Gone
Daddy Finch, said the concert at
Howard's Is one of the few benefits his band does.
"We keep doing It because It's a
good cause." Kllnger said. 'You
have a good Idea of where the
money's going."

Continued from page one.
As her was asked by audience members to
address the Issues of a new student Union
and gender equity.
Asher said that If students are willing to
address the Issue of a new Union. It should
be an important Issue
"If students are willing to make that a priority, then by all means that should be on a
high priority list." Asher said.
Jodl Chappell. Board of Trustees student
representative, said she was encouraged by

According to witnesses at Taco
Bell, the three attackers had been
"talking trash" to two women
when the victims of the assault
intervened.
One of the victims said, "Leave
the girls alone, they're not Interested." according to the police report. One of the attackers then
asked the victims to step outside
"to solve this problem."

1— STALKER

AIDS

ASHER
of developing your grants and contracts. I
know that Is getting harder and harder, but I
think the potential Is soil quite large at this
Institution."
Ken Frlsch. director of Development, said
he is encouraged when the candidates mention private donations as a priority.
"If her comments Indicate a strong Interest
from a development perspective, that's very
positive." Frtach said. "Not Just for our area,
but for the entire University."

Uon at the comer of Clough and
Manvllle streets. An unknown
white substance wrapped In a
plastic bag was found In the rear
pocket of the passenger seat
Police had the van towed to the
police station pending a search
warrant and an Investigation of
the substance.

Ashcr's comments on the Union. She said
she will not start forming opinions until she
has heard all of the candidates.
I
"Each (candidate has offered different
strengths." Asher said. "You can't give an
opinion about a candidate until you see all of
them."
Chappell said she wishes more students
would attend the forums.

Continued from page one.
Pankey has been suspended
pending a hearing by the University Appeals Board. He reportedly
requested that campus police accompany him to his office In West
Hall Tuesday while he cleared out
his belongings.
Derek Dickinson, director of
University Standards and Procedures, would only say a graduate
student has been suspended due
to menacing charges, but would
not confirm or deny It was Pankey.
"Because of the fear tactor involved, we thought It would be
best to suspend this person
pending his hearing," Dickinson
said. "When the good order and
discipline of the University Is affected by the behavior of a student, that's cause for a summary
suspension."
The date for the hearing has not
yet been set. Dickinson said.
Another University student,
who did not wish to be named,
said Pankey bothered her several
times last semester, prompting
her to also file a complaint with
campus police In October.
The woman said she became
scared when she saw Pankey

walk past the door of a West Hall
room where she was working. It
was late at night and few other
people were In the building.
"He walked past the doorway
and I knew he was waiting around
the corner because the hallway
comes to a dead end," she said. "1
got up to lock the door and saw
him crawling on the floor, on his
stomach."
"When [Pankey] saw me. he Just
smiled, and then he Jumped up
and ran down the hallway." the
woman said. "He had this real
devilish kind of laugh."
The woman said Pankey bothered her at her Job several times,
causing her to yell at him and tell
him to leave her alone. She said
she has been asked to appear before the University Appeals Board
next week.
Another student reportedly
said Pankey came to her house
and was looking Into the
windows, but ran away when she I
went to the door.
Campus police warned Pankey
several times that charges would
be filed against him If he kept
bothering students.
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Have you Heard the News?
i
Two Brand New Buildings at

i

£»■;

114 South Main
117 North Main
128 West Wooster
134 East Wooster#B
134 North Main #4
109 North Main-H
3281/2 & 3321/2 S. Main
3111/2S.Main-A&B

NEWLOVE
352-5620

(our only office)

The Rental Agency Voted #1 by the
BG News for 1994!

K

Campbell Hiljl
For Fait of 1995
•2 and 3 Bedrooms
•Washer/Dryer Hookups

•Full Basements
»

•Air conditioning

SIGMA KAPPA SORORITY
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE...
FALL 1994 - DEAN'S LIST
Carolyn Cobb
•Colleen Corrriany
"Kristen Cox
JehHovffird
leredith
•Jodie
)anielle m
•Tare Pc
Jtt
rey htiss
ta

Greenbr iar Inc.

Jen Woodrey
Stephanie Walker
•Denotes 4.0

State
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CSU's trustees
to investigate
fund spending
The Associated Press
personnel. Citing sources It did
DAYTON - The president of not Identify, WHIO-TV reported
Central State University was rais- that Thomas' resignation also
ing funds and recruiting students could come Thursday.
Thomas has already said he
when he was spending money on
trips during the school's financial plans to retire in 1997, when his
crunch, a university official said contract expires.
Thursday.
The Daily News said a review of
The Dot/ton Daily News report- Central State's records showed
ed CSU President Arthur Thomas that Thomas:
— spent, and was reimbursed
spent thousands of dollars on
travel to Africa and Central State for. $5,108 for a one-week Educafootball games and to buy a new tional Investment Mission to
Ghana In July 1994;
bed.
— traveled to away football
The spending occurred as the
school was preparing to lay off 36 games and was reimbursed $189
employees and falling to make for a trip to Missouri and $279 for
payments to two state retirement a trip to Texas:
— traveled with his wife. Dawn,
funds, the newspaper said.
The university in WUberforce to Tampa, Fla., from Nov. 25-27
owes $1.5 million to the funds. to meet with the presidents of
School officials have blamed part Florida A&M University and
of the financial problems on Bethune-Cookman College, and
was reimbursed $1,375:
underfundlng by the state.
— purchased, at the universiCentral State, with 2.600 students, Is Ohio's only historically ty's expense, a $1.5O0 king-sized
A» rkMa/Ckrla ■
mattress and box-spring set In
black state-assisted university.
Central State University student* voice their concern! over school funding programs ee they rally around the
The school's board of trustees Jury 1994
Stateheuee in Columbus Thursday. CSU officials have blamed part of the schools financial problembs on
Thomas did not return phone underfundlng by the state. About 300 students bom CSU, Ohio's only historically black state assisted university,
was scheduled to meet later
Thursday in Columbus to discuss calls seeking comment.
traveled to the state capitol to rally mr proper funding.

Man convicted of raping child bride
The Associated Press
HAMILTON, Ohio - A man who
pleaded guilty to raping two girls
— including his 11-year-old "wife"
— was sentenced Thursday to 20
to 50 years In prison.
Jeffery Sunnycalb. 33. of
Mlddletown. could be eligible for
parole In 15 years, said his law-

yer. ChrtsAtktas.
withdraw the pleas.
The Judge rejected the request.
After a mistrial In January.
Sunnycalb pleaded guilty Jan. 20 Sunnycalb then told Elliott: "1
In Butler County Common Pleas want to take full responsibility for
Court to four counts of raping the my actions."
11-year-old and a 12-year-old
Atkins said he was unaware of
girl.
the letter.
But on Saturday. Sunnycalb
Mlddletown police said Sunnysent a handwritten letter from Jail calb traded alcohol and cigarettes
to Judge George Elliott asking to to the younger girl's parents In

You're in Luck

exchange for allowing her to live
with him. The girl had a handwritten "marriage license" designating her as Sunnycalb's wife,
police said.
Elliott gave Sunnycalb the maximum sentence on each of the
four counts: 10 to 25 years in

prison. Two of the four terms will
run back to back, for a total of 10
to 25 years.
"It's a sentence he very much
deserves, of course." said Noah
Powers, an assistant county
prosecutor.

wmsmm

Former
auditor
faces
lawsuit
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - The dty prosecutor
said Thursday he will decide by
next week whether to drop a
charge of coercion against former
state Auditor Thomas E. Ferguson.
Ferguson, a Democrat who retired after 20 years in office, was
accused of making a threatening
telephone call to Lucas County
Auditor Larry Kaczala.
But Ferguson this week apologized In a letter to Kaczala. The
Blade reported, and" the county
auditor said he asked that the
misdemeanor charge be dropped.
Kaczala said he would not testify against Ferguson In his
March 21 trial In Toledo Municipal Court.
The charge Is punishable by up
to three months In Jail and a $750
fine. Ferguson has pleaded innocent.
City Prosecutor John Madlgan
said he still may go ahead with
the case.
"I have to take a look at this letter that Mr. Ferguson sent ... I
want to talk to the law director
about it," Madlgan said.
He said the case was a "little bit
broader than Larry Kaczala."
"He was threatened, but It's all
of Lucas County that was threatened. We have to take a look at It
from that angle." Madlgan said.
Ferguson was accused of
threatening to withhold state and
federal funds from the county and
of threatening to end Kaczala's
career.
At the time, Kaczala was refusing to cooperate with Ferguson's
See FERGUSON, page nine.

There are still apartments available:
• Field Manor Apartments -1 left ^§§
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 3 left ^y#
• 334 N Main - 2 left
• Buff Apartments - Call
Call or stop in for a complete listing of available apartments & houses
224 E. Wooster

Greenbriar Inc.

352-0717
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It's easy. Go Greyhound. The prices
are low, and we go to over 2,500
destinations around the country. So
wherever that special someone if, wc
can help you get there. And when
you leave the driving to us, you're
free to study all the way there and

a

all the way back. Meet new people
along the way. Or just sit back and
relax, take in the scenery or take a
nap. Call today for low fares and
convenient schedules. So' you can be
with the one you want to be with.
CaU 1-800-231-2222.

Go Greyhound
and leave the driving to us.
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IRA leader plans visit

Officer
denies
racism
charges

Party chief will meet with Clinton, raise funds
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

said. "1 think that's too bad."
"Heard a lot about yourself In
LOS ANGELES - The OJ.
the press, have you?" Clark
Simpson case moved Into Its asked.
most explosive stage yet as De"Dally." Puhrman said.
tective Mark Fuhrman took the
Clark asked Puhrman several
stand Thursday and, under questions about a 1985 dispute
questioning from the prosinvolving Simpson and his executor, promptly denied ever wife, then quickly returned to
meeting a woman who accused the accusations that have doghim of making racist remarks.
ged Puhrman since shortly
In Fuhrman's first moments after he testified at the prelimibefore the Jury, prosecutor nary hearing last July.
Marda Clark moved to preempt
At that time, Puhrman told of
the expected defense assault on stumbling across one of the
the detective, who has been most damaging piece of eviportrayed as a racist who may dence against Simpson — a
have planted a bloody glove to bloody glove lying on a narrow
frame Simpson.
path behind a guest house on
Under Clark's questioning, Simpson's estate. He said It apFuhrman said he was "ner- peared to match one found at
vous, reluctant" about testify- the condominium where Nicole
ing.
Brown Simpson and Ronald
"Since June 13, It seems that Goldman had been found slain
rve seen a lot of the evidence hours earlier.
Ignored and a lot bf personal isBut after the preliminary
sues come to the forefront," he • hearing, reports surfaced that

FERGUSON
Continued from page eight.
audit of the county and a special
audit of county Treasurer Ray
Kest Kaczala. a Republican, contended the audits were for political purposes.
Kest was seeking the Democratic nomination for state auditor In
The May 3 primary. Kest, who lost
the race, had accused Ferguson
of secretly supporting Randall

page nine

Sweeney, his opponent. Ferguson
denied he took sides.
Ferguson, who also faces a civil
lawsuit on the accusation that he
coerced a former employee into a
sexual relationship, did not seek
re-election last year.
Ferguson would not say what
prompted his letter. 7he
Bladesald. He did not return a
phone message left Thursday at
his Columbus home.
The newspaper said Kaczala
received the letter Tuesday.

WASHINGTON -- Rewarding steps toward peace,
the White House will Invite Gerry Adams, leader of
the Irish Republican Army-allied Sinn Fein party,
to meet with President Clinton at a St Patrick's Day
reception next week.
Adams also will be allowed to engage In fundraising on this visit, reversing a ban imposed during earlier trips. White House press secretary Mike
McCurry said today.
McCurry said Sinn Fein had promised that the
money would be used only for peaceful political
purposes and not to buy weapons.
Adams' meeting with Clinton Is symbolically Important, the first ever between an American president and a leader of the Sinn Fein, the legal political
party that supports the outlawed IRA In December,

Puhrman was a troubled officer
with a history of racism. Simpson's lawyers have suggested
he planted the glove, and they
presented a letter from a Los
Angeles-area woman. Kathleen
Bell, who claimed she once
heard Puhrman make racist
remarks.
"In 1985 and 1986, sir. can
you tell us whether "you knew
someone or met someone by
the name of Kathleen Bell?"
Clark asked.
"Yes, I can tell you: I did not,"
Puhrman said firmly.
Bell, in her letter to defense
attorneys, said she met Fuhrman at a Marine recruiting office, and he expressed disgust
with Interracial couples.

Adams visited the White House, meeting with
National Security Adviser Anthony Lake. Clinton
and Vice President Al Gore pointedly did not drop In
on the meeting.
Last Sept. 1, the IRA began a cease-fire, ending
24 years of bombings and assassinations aimed at
ending British rule In Northern Ireland. Protestant
gunmen declared their own cease-fire In midOctober.
Adams' visa will allow him to make repeated visits
over three months. McCurry said.
He said Adams would be invited to a White House
reception March 17, along with other people Involved In the peace process In Northern Ireland.
On Capitol Hill, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass., welcomed Clinton's decision to permit
Adams to raise money.

Storm swamps California
The Associated Press

She quoted Fuhrman as saying: "If I had my way, they
would take all the niggers, put
them together In a big group
and bum them."

"Few telephone conversation*
have stirred up more controvert
and furor than the conversance
you and I had on April 21. 1994
Ferguson wrote.
"If I offended you In that Apr|l
conversation. I sincerely apologize. Tm sure there are sone
things that would have been belter left unsaid."

i

Kaczala accepted the apologr
on behalf of Lucas County residents.

ST. HELENA Calif. - A howling
Pacific storm lashed Northern
California on Thursday, swamping roads, snapping power lines
and raising fears of a repeat of
January's disastrous floods.
The forecast unfortunately Is
for continued gusty wind and
rain. I think we'll be In a rollercoaster situation for at least a day
and a half." said Pacific Gas &
Electric Co. spokesman Ron Rutkuwski. The company called In
extra crews to deal with more
than 140.000 customers without
power.
In Southern California, residents braced for the storm's arrival, especially In La Conchlta. the
Ventura County town where a
hillside collapsed Saturday, burying nine homes.
Streams pushed over their
banks In many areas In Northern
California: In St. Helena, a small

town in lush wine country, more
than 350 people were evacuated
when the Napa River overflowed.
"The water Just came rushing
through," said 87-year-old Don
Coffey, who was chased from his
apartment building to an evacuation center. "I had water up past
my waist. I was just able to get
out with a few clothes. They are
all soaked."
Rain was falling at a half-Inch
or more an hour In the Santa
Cruz Mountains on the central
coast south of San Francisco, and
other areas reported that up to 8
Inches of rain fell overnight.
Rain was expected Intermittently until Saturday morning, raising fears that this latest storm
could cause damage rivaling that
from more than two weeks of rain
in January. During that deluge.
11 people died and more than
$300 million In damage was reported statewide.
In Napa. the river rose 7 feet
overnight and was flowing less

than 2 feet below Its banks. Residents of about 20 homes near
Napa Creek evacuated and were
being housed in local hotels.
Schools In three counties were
closed for the day.
To the west, near GuernevUle.
one of the hardest-hit communities two months ago. the Russian
River was Using. National Weather Service forecaster Miguel Miller
predicted the river would get 10
feet above flood levels In some
areas.
Pierce winds, clocked at 113
mph on Mount Tamalpals- In
Marln County, prompted warnings to motorists of dangerous
driving on the region's bridges.
In San Francisco, winds fanned
a house fire, killing one firefighter
and Injuring five other people.
Trees littered city streets, and
officials closed roads through
Golden Gate Park. Two of San
Francisco International Airport's
four runways were closed by
winds.
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The office of Dr. John Archer and Dr. David
Shilling is currently seeking participants for a
contact lens dinical study involving new
astigmatism bimonthly disposable contacts
from Gba Vision, Inc. Any current wearer,
previous wearer, or non-wearer who requires
astigmatism correction may be eligible. Both
current patients and non- patients of Drs.
Archer & Shilling are welcome.

P«r M«r«
lnf*rm«tl«n
PIMN Call
352-2503

£ « DRS. ARCHER
■»- & SHILLING, INC.
PRACTICE OF OPTOMETRY
1022 NORTH PROSPECT. BG.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY THIS WEEKEND-FIRST ROUND OF CCHA PLAYOFFS
DUE TO CCHA POLICY, ADMISSION IS $3 FOR BG:iU STUDENTS. FREE SOUVENIR TO EARLY ARRr.

:
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Enjoy Good Living in Haven House Manor
Apartments!

«»0*fe5»
I
Fraternity

Preferred Properties
Management Co.

Rental Office 530 S. Maple St. Phone: 382-9378
Office hours - Monday - Friday 9:00 am • 4:30 pm
closed 12:00 -1:00
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

Proudly1
1995

Special Features:
• 900 + sq. ft. par apartment
• 2 bedrooms ■ 1 1/2 bathi
• central Qas heating with Individual
apartment control*
• completely (umlihed
• L-Jhaped Irvlng-dlnlng area
• Insulated window glass
• sliding glass doom
• last recovery Qas water heating
• twin beds In each bedroom
• built-in vanity In hallway
• linen closet
• resident paid utilities
• 48 two bedroom apartments

wall-to-wall carpeting
sound conditioned Interior
cable TV available
kitchen comes equipped
with a Qas range,
refrigerator, food waste
disposal, stainless steel
sink
extra large wall-in closets
carpeted halls and inside
entrances
Ample off street parking
Gas-equipped laundry area
available in each apartment
building
All retiientt receive * membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
(Imioork Udi»imm>t*tp^l,—um.Uydrg-SfmWhirlpccl.tampklmmfCUm

VOCALISTS & MUSICIANS
Do you play an instrument or sing?
Audition for a PAD position in the
PRE-REGISTRATION CABARET SHOW

MattC
Jeff Cell
Dan Lair

luces our
Class
JoTQZrey
Mesery
Radsick

Sign up for auditions at 405 Saddlemire Student Services
until March 14. Auditions will be held 3/13 and 3/314.
Call 2-9903 (leave a mesiage) or e-mail ddvatan
@ bgnet.bgsu.edu for more information.

Not for an hour, a day, or a college
term only/... But for Pfel
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Baseball team ready to play ball
"But by no means are we satis- minutes of practice, so we're realfied. We are going to use last ly excited to go down there this
year's experiences as stepping weekend." Schmltz said.
stones and hopefully make It a
During the road contests, some
new faces win emerge for the Fallittle farther this year."
To begin their quest, the Fal- con squad.
"We're baslcany a veteran team,
cons will start out with a Friday
afternoon contest against but I think Joe Holland, Brian
Eastern Kentucky followed by Cannon and Matt Cralg can make
weekend games against Wiscon- an Impact on this team," Schmltz
sin-Milwaukee and Youngstown said.
Holland, a freshman from New
State.
"I don't know too much about Baltimore, Mich., wUl be one of
any of these teams; our team Is three left-handed hurlers for the
Just excited to get outside. We've BGdub.
Freshmen Cannon and Cralg
only been outside for about 10

Marty Fuller
The BG News
The BG baseball team win try to
continue last season's success
this year as it begins Its 1995
campaign In Richmond. Ky.
Last year the Brown and Orange surprised the Mid-American
Conference with a third-place finish and a trip to the postseason
tournament before finally bowing
out
"Last year we made our first
postseason tournament ever,"
head coach Danny Schmltz said.

vtll find some time at shortstop
and In the outfield, respectively.
Back out on the mound with
Holland will be veterans Bob Relchow, Jason Tipple, Eric Stachler
and Scott Stalker. Senior hurler
Jeff Dominique will be out for the
season due to an Injury.
Stachler reached a Falcon record last year with seven saves to
complement a 4-1 record. Relchow earned the team's lowest
ERA with a mark of 2.45 last
leason, and Tipple collected a 5-3
record for the club. On the recetvng end. the Falcons sport three

catchers with a lot of experience.
"1 really like our situation behind the plate." Schmltz said.
"Don Schone walked on last year
and became our No. 1 catcher.
Cory Miller Is good behind the
dish and is really solid offensively,
while Travis Rasor has also been
pretty Impressive."
On the offensive side of the ball,
the Falcons lost their two biggest
bats In Rob Kallage and Brian
Taylor but will look to fill the hole
with other big sticks.
Junior Andy Tracy, who led the
team In home runs last year.

hopes to spank a few more over
the fence this year. Junior outfielder Jerome Kynard will atoo return coming off a .295 batting
performance last year.
Seniors Tony GUI and Mark
Tomallo will also try to spark the
Falcon club with some offense.
Last year GUI hit .288, and TomaUo swung at a .278 dip.
GUI. who plays In the outfield,
and Tomallo, who guards second
base, win also contribute defensively.
Tony GUI Is one of the best defensive players In the league.

Miami favored Nomo impresses Lasorda
to win tourney
The Associated Press

finalists has split with Its opponent this season.
"Miami has to get the nod for
1
the way it's played all year." said
Ohio U. coach Larry Hunter. "But
you can make a case for any one
of them winning it aU."
Ball State has high-scoring
freshman Bonzl Wells and the solId Steve Payne. Eastern has
guard Brian Tolbert and Inside
anchor Kareem Carpenter. Ohio
U. has soon-to-be three-time
player of the year Gary Trent.
Miami has few stars, but plenty
of firepower.
'We've been blessed with productivity from a number of
different players," Sendek said.
'We're not the type of team that
has one player who puts us on his
shoulders and sees us through
any situation."
Instead, Ml) has a rotating
system - Derrick Cross, Jamie
Mahaffey, Landon llackim. Kevin
Beard. Devln Davis and others —
that makes It the most consistent team of the lot.
"How do you beat Miami?"
Hunter repeated the question.
"No ones been very successful at
that Ball State beat them the
most recently and they did It by
outreboundlng them and not allowing them to shoot very weU
and keeping the lead for most of
the game.
"But Miami plays great defense
and has a great mindset."
In preseason balloting, Ohio U.
was picked to finish first. Bowling
Green second. Ball State third,
Miami fourth and Eastern fifth.
Then Miami went out and won
14 of its first 15 league games to
end all the suspense.
Although Miami's ascension
has been a surprise to many.
Sendek said he didn't start with

The Associated Press
TOLEDO
- Miami of
Ohio, Ohio U., Eastern Michigan
and Ball State have won the last
four Mid-American Conference
tournament titles and they also
make up the field for this year's
semifinals.
But that's the extent of the Insight Into what could prove to be
a wildly unpredictable 16th edition of the MAC men's tournament at the University of Toledo's
Savage Hall.
"All of college basketball is volatile," said Miami head coach
Herb Sendek. "All you have to do
is watch ESPN or the CNN ticker
for the scores and you come to the
conclusion that this Is a special
The women's tournament gets
things going at noon with Ohio U.
(23-5) playing Miami of Ohio
(18-9), with Western Michigan
(17-10) meeting Toledo (22-6) at
2:30 p.m Ohio U. and Toledo
shared the regular-season title.
The men's teams take over at 6
p.m. with regular-season champion Miami (22-5) taking on Ball
State (17-10). Eastern Michigan
(19-8) plays Ohio U. (23-8) In the
8:30 p.m. nightcap.
The men's championship game,
televised by ESPN, tips off at
11:40 a.m. Saturday, followed by
the women's title game at 2:30
p.m.
In a year In which six teams
have been ranked No.l In the
country and almost 40 teams
have been In the top 25 at one
time or another, the tournament
figures to follow the trend.
Anybody who said they have a
due what will happen In the
men's tournament Is blowing
smoke. Each of the men's semi-
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Replacement players claimed
an important beachhead on
Wednesday when the Cleveland
Indians moved 39 of them Into
the major-league clubhouse at
their spring training headquar-

lers In Winter Haven, Fla.
Until now, the Cleveland replacements, like those of most
ither teams, had been restricted to the club's minorleague clubhouse. Some of
them couldn't avoid doing a
little star-gazing.

Tm excited about It." said
second baseman Joe Blasuccl.
"IVe never been able to look
around and say. This guy has
been here, and that guy has
been here."'
Blasuccl would really be Impressed In the Pittsburgh

camp, where Mark Doran has
moved from Hollywood to become a replacement Pirate.
Doran appeared as the catcher for 13-year-old whiz-kid
pitcher Thomas Ian Nichols In
the 1993 baseball movie "Rookie of the Year." He had about a
half-dozen lines. He's now playing the sport for real, or at least
as real as it gets for replacements.
Doran last played organized
baseball In 1990, hitting a
combined .307 at Midland and
Ralm Springs. A former defensive back at Wisconsin, he has
had six knee operations — two

Japanese pitching star Hideo
Nomo. who signed a minor
league contract with the Los
Angeles Dodgers last month,
threw on the sidelines with
manager Tom Lasorda looking
on.
"He threw hard, considering
It was the first rime he was cutting loose," Lasorda said after
watching Nomo personally for
the first time. "I was Impressed
with his mechanics and his velocity. He said his arm feels
fine. I think the guy can help
the Dodgers."
There has been speculation
Nomo has a problem with his
shoulder, which he denied on
Tuesday. Dodger club physician Dr. Frank Jobe has said
Nomo merely needs to
strengthen his shoulder muscles.

mm York Yankees third bunua Matt Deris gate Mt to nre the ban to Bit after ecooptnf op ■ (rounder
against the ltarUas Thunder

Nomo. 26, averaged 16 wins a
year over the past five seasons
In Japan's Pacific League, and
he averaged nearly 10
strikeouts per nine Innings
pitched. He expressed his desire to pitch in the major
leagues, drawing Interest from
a number of clubs. The Dodgers
won out with a reported $2 ml 1 Uon offer.

—
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OFFER:

Fully Paid Training
Flexible Work Hours & Work Days
Work a Few Hours During the School Day
Fan Work Atmosphere
^s.
Meet New Friends
V
Experience For Tour Resume
Merit * Longevity Salary Increases
Free Meal Coupons For Students Who
Exceed Performance Expectations
Promotional Opportunities
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I Cant Wait for

SUMMER!
Oet In on the fun of summer at

Sea World of Ohio
THE Premier Theme ftu* on the Northcoast!
As part of the t;am, you'll enjoy:
BONUS BUCKS PROGRAM
GOOD HOURLY WAGES
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
OPPORTUNITIES FOB AD VANC EMENT
FREE TICKETS TO SEA WORLD
ran AD MISSION WHILE EMPLOYED
SUPPLIES UNIPORUS

If s time to fake o trip...
back to the stone age

SMOCUMH

SUMMIR 95 OPENINGS
rood Service
Welter /Waitress
Hoet/Hoetaee Operatioaa Custodial (day/night)
■alee Clerk
Warahouee
Apply In person
Monday • Wednesday • Friday 10am-4:30pm
Tuesday • Thursday 10am-6pm
Saturday 9am-Noon
1100 Sea World Dr. • Aurora. OH
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The BG

First impressions
It was one of those moments
when you meet somone for the
first time that you always remember and can never forget.
"You dont know what the
hell you're talking about," BG
hockey head coach Buddy
Powers said.
I precipitated those comments from him by questioning the toughness of Joe Juneau, one of his former players at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Insitute. At the time. 20 minutes after I met the guy, I had
no idea that Juneau had
played for Buddy. Needless to
say, I figured it out real quick.
The point being. Buddy
Powers is a great communicator, whether it's with the media or his players. That com-

munication has enabled Powers to take BG from sixth to
second In the CCHA helrarchy
with essentially the same cast
of characters.
"He's been a huge factor,"
Junior captain Jason Clark
said. "Everybody was so relaxed when he got here because of his style. Everybody
wanted to play for him because
of the type of guy he is and the
type of coach he is."
That type of coach Is a
player's coach. Powers can
usually be found after practice
in the locker room, laughing
and Joking with the players.
"He has a fine line, but he
extends that personality to the
player, which is really good."
center Lune said. "He's your
friend and yet he's your coach.
And you know how to respect
him In both areas. From that

Home ice:

r.gt deilgn by Mlchwl Zamcki

standpoint, as a player, it's
much easier to come to the
rink every day and work your
ass off for a guy."
The results speak for themselves. Besides second place in
the CCHA. BG has been in the
top 10 of the national polls the
entire year and is pushing for
its first NCAA tournament bid
since the 1989-90 season.
A lot of BG players are also
See POWERS, page twelve
College Hockey USA
1. Maine
2. Boston University
3. Michigan
4. Colorado College
5. Bowling Green

By Christian Pelusi
The BG News
When referring to hosting
a playoff series on home ice in
the CCHA quarterfinals, home
ice "advantage" Is a euphemism.
As a result of finishing in
the top five during the regular
season, Michigan, Bowling
Green. Michigan State. Lake
Superior and Miami earned the
privilege of hosting all three
games in a best-of-three series.
The combined home
records of the top five teams is
48-12-7. including 11-1-1
records by Michigan and Bowling Green. The task of winning
two road games, coupled with
potentially playing back-toback-to-back games, adds up
to a rough time for the underdogs.
Michigan should roll to a
potentially embarasslng sweep
of last place Ohio State, while

By Pat Murphy
The BG News

Coaches Poll (3/6)

Myth or reality

Warner

Will Irish luck
work in BG?

What you see is what you get
with Coach Buddy Powers
By John Boyle
The BG News

NCOT/ROM

For the second consecutive
year, the Falcon hockey team
will host a Central Collegiate
Hockey Association first-round
series beginning Friday.
Last year BG disposed of
Ferris State in the minimum
of two games, with one game
going into overtime. This year
the ninth-place Notre Dame
Fighting Irish invade the Ice
Arena.
"We know we are playing
the second place team in the
conference. We also know we
have our hands full," Irish
head coach Ric Schafer said.
BG handed the Irish three
of their 23 losses this season.
In the three contests, the Falcon defense strangled the Irish
offense and allowed no more
than one goal in any of the
games.
"It's been a whole team effort. The defensive work has
come form everyone," Falcon
defenseman Matt Eldred.
Notre Dame must get production out of leading scorer
Jamie ling, a CCHA All-Rookie
selection in 1992-93. In 34

games this season. Ling assisted on 29 goals and scored
13 times for 41 points. Sophomore Tim Harberts scored a
team-high 19 goals this year.
Including 11 power-play
goals.
"We need a combination of
sound defense and good
goaltendlng. We need to take
advantage of our chances from
our top scorers." Schafer said.
But the Falcons are cautious of a possible Irish uprising.
"They seem to be playing
well down the stretch," BG
head coach Buddy Powers
said. "I totally expect to see a
different team than we did in
January."
One player BG has not
seen much this year is freshman goalie Matt Eisler. Eisler
has played in 23 games this
season and has compiled a 911 record with a team-best
4.14 goals-against average.
"I wouldn't get on the bus
without him." Schafer said.
Powers shuffled his lines
Thursday in practice. Brett
Punchard moved to left wing
See LUCK, page twelve

From The Sports Desk...

Clark

Bowling Green and Michigan
State should advance easily in
two games.
But the other series'
should be. if nothing else. Interesting.
The feet that any team can
catch fire In the playoffs and
surprise a few teams makes for
high-intensity hockey.
TThe road team) has nothSee HOME ICE, page twelve

Notre Dame Isn't as skilled
as BG. The
Irish will
try and clog
the neutral
zone.
BGs
more
skilled
players —
Brian
Holzlnger
and Curtis Fry — need to
create opportunities to bring
the Irish out of their game
plan.

Bowling Green must create
skating
room to
take advantage of their
superior
skill level
and speed.
BG
defense
must clear
rebounds,
not allowing second chance
shots, and make good,
smart outlet passes to start
the BG break-out

score early
and often
to decimate Irish
morale.
The longer
ND stays
In the
game the
higher
their
confidence gets. Look for the
Holzlnger line to score often
with Brett Punchard back
on left wing.

~ John Boyle

■-Christian Pelusi

--Pot Murphy

BG must
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POWERS
Continued from page eleven.
having the best Individual years
of their careers. Brian Holzlnger
has been near the top of the
national race all season long and
Is one of the leading candidates
for the Hobey Baker Award.
Senior goaltender Will Clarke's 13
wins this season surpasses his
total In his previous three
seasons.
Powers has said that the
players play the game, and he's
right, but they need to be guided
In the right direction, and that's
what he's done this season.
He's direct at times and he
speaks his mind but Powers Is
genuine. There's only one Buddy
Powers. He's the same whether
the cameras and recorders'are on
or off. And he's the same with his
players.

"He's not an Intimidating coach
to go talk to," said Wilson, who
now assists the man he played
under at Rowling Green In the
early 1980"s. "He's walking Into
the locker room Just to be In there
to talk with the guys."
And that formula, communication with the players, has worked
wherever Powers has coached.
Entering tonights game against
Notre Dame, Powers has a
143-81-17 head coaching record.
That's over 20 wins a season as a
head coach.
I think I know what the hell I'm
talking al F i it this time In saying
that Powers should be the CCHA
Coach of the Year and should get
some consideration for National
Coach of the Year.

LUCK
Continued from page eleven.
to play on Brian Holzlnger's and
Curtis Fry's line. Dave Faulkner
will center Dale Crombeen and
Jamie Williams, and Tom Glahtz
was paired with Brad Holzlnger
and Jeff Herman.
"They are a big strong team. A

lot of big guys on the Ice tomorrow
night," Powers said. "We've got to
have our skating legs going."
Will Clarke will start In goal
Friday. Kevin Lune returns from
his three-game suspension Saturday.

HOME ICE
Continued from page eleven.
Ing to lose." Bowling Green
head coach Buddy Powers said.
"If they can slow the game down,
frustrate you and gel you thinking about things other than scoring goals, they're being successful."
The Miami-Ferris Stale matchup is an example.
The two teams appear evenly
matched and their hcad-lo-head
season series was tied at 1-1-1.
Ferris Slate spill a two-game Bel
at Miami In November, and Y1i.mii
went to FSU and tied In late January.
Lake Superior and Western
Michigan also played to a 1-1-1
record In the regular season, leading to another possible grudge
match.
Ferns State and Western Mlchi wtU both attempt to play the
of hockey Powers was describing — clutch and grab, stick
to stick, man-to-man. That Is
how less talented teams defeat
more gifted teams.
That Is how to play hockey on

Gymnasts gearing
for Championships
Randy Setter
The BG News
Friday's home gymnastics
meet will be the final meet before the Mid-American Conference Championships on March
25. The meet, at 6 p.m. In Eppler Center Gymnasium, will
also be gymnast FJlsa Mart tnel It's final home meet of her gymnastics career.
■Tin sad." Martlnelll said.
"But the meet will be exciting
and so will the chance to begin
an all new life away from Bowling Green. I'll miss all my
friends on the team."
Martlnelll, a Junior cocaptaln. Is academically a
senior. After she was redshlrted her first year. Martlnelll
captained the squad the last

Succcsful playoff learns find a
Way to raise their play lei another
level. Several aspects of the game
show lli.il a team has made that
ascent (efficient special teams,
smart defense and llincly goals
arc a few. A hot. goaltender doesnt
hurt cither. Ask Lake Superior.
Last year. Lake Superior rode
goaltender Maine Lacher. who
currently starts for the Boston
Bruins, to the NCAA title. Nothing
is as frustrating as being stoned
continuously by a goaltender at
the top of this game.
The fact still remains that playing In your own friendly confines.
sleeping In your own bed and following your normal routine translates Into home Ice advantage.' It
also translates Into the top seeds
advancing to Joe Louis Arena.
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"We are strong on bars,"
Wenrlch said. "We were strong
the last few meets and we
pulled through all our routines
this week."
In practice, the team concentrated on all-around performances and conditioning. No
event was singled out for special attention.

For most athletic teams, the
!x<ginnlng of the season Is a time
to set goals. Accomplishments
such as acquiring home-Held advantage or making postseason
tournaments usually come to
mind, but not for the men's lacrosse team.
This year's-squad has looked
past all that and has set somi
pretty lolly goals for Itself.
Its No. 1 priority Is to go un
defeated this season.
A strong core of players has returned this year in back up the
team objective, but If they want lo
win every contest these players
are going to have to gel with new
coach Peter Koutroumpls.
"We have the perfect combination of talent and veteran leadership," Koutroumpls said. "We
have a tough schedule, but I am
confident we will be undefeated
going Into the MAC Championship Tournament. Our team has
a lot of heart ... and muscle to
back It up."
The team will begin Its shot at

perfection this weekend when It and a trio of attackmen that Inhosts the Case Western Reserve cludes Mike Swltzer. Chip Parand Akron squads on BG's Intra- sons and Geoffrey Hazehvood.
mural fields. The contest against
CWRU will start at 11 a.m., and
This group combined for over
the confrontation with the Zips half of the team's 100 goals last
will begin al 3 p.m.
season, and when they won they
beat their opponents by an averThis year's BG team will base age of over three goals.
Its strengths on Its offense. The
The defense Is anchored by
offense is led by Chad Frederick senior netminder Ed Chung.

Reds belt Tribe
The Associated Press
Jeremy Herelder singled In the
go-ahead run with one of his
four hits.
Jason Evashaus pitched
two-thirds of an Inning for the
win. and John Burgos pitched
two perfect Innings and struck
out three for the save.
Shawn Jeter drove In three
runs for Cleveland (4-5) with a
double and an Infield out. and
Shane Turner drove In two.
Former major leaguer Eric
Yeldlng walked his first three
times and scored three runs.
Rob Augustine was the loser,
giving up four runs In 1 1-3 Innings.

PLANT CrtY. Fla. - The Cincinnati Reds used a 15-hit attack to beat the Cleveland Indians 12-10 on Thursday.
It was the Reds' second win
under assistant manager Ray
Knight, who was given control
for the day by manager Davey
Johnson. The only victories
this spring for the Reds (2-5)
have come with Knight at the
helm.
Cincinnati trailed 6-5 going
into the bottom of the fifth,
then sent 10 men to the plate.
Donald Broach tied the score
with a single, and shortstop

ffiratom
DOUBLE iVflyg

State will be hindered without
the benefit of competing on
their special equipment
"Our equipment will have to
do," she stud.
BG will be looking to get a
good start In vaulting their first
event, to have a successful
meet according to Martlnelll.
From there, consistent scores
on bars will play a big part In
the outcome of the meet.

Lacrosse starts season
The BGNews

the road. Control the tempo.
Force face-offs In the opponent's
zone. Pounce on rebounds. Convert on any Gradc-A opportunities.

two of her three seasons. Her
career highlights Include an
Academic All-MAC selection
last season and a fifth-place finish in the all-around at the
1993 MAC Championships.
"1 wish her the best of luck,"
Wenrlch said. "She's a big part
of the team and we're going to
miss her.".
The Falcons are looking to
give Martlnelll a big sendoff I wit ha win.
"We're looking to have a good
one for her." Kim Pope said.
"It's also our last home meet of
the season, so of course we
want to do well."
Pope said the team had a
good workout all week which
will help them against Kent
State, whose highest score Is
191.050. She also said Kent

Lessig *
shooting
fortop-5
finish
.

Scott Seltx
The BGNews
The Bowling Green State University women's and men's track
teams have completed the Indoor
portion of the 1995 season and
now look forward to the outdoor
season, beginning at the Alabama
Invitational on March 24.
For senior Nlkkl Lessig, shot
putter for the women's squad, the
Indoor season Is not over. Lessig
will be competing this weekend In
the NCAA Championships at the
RCA Hoosler Dome In Indianapolis. Ind.
"I finished seventh last year to
earn All-American honors, but
this year I'm shooting for the top
five," Lessig said.
An athlete needs to finish In the
top eight Inr All- American honors.
Overall, the women had a successful season. They had a strong
second-place showing at the Kent Invitational and finished in the
top five at the Mid-American Conference Invltlonal.
Sophomore Kaleltha Johnson.,
had an outstanding season, set-,
ting school records In the 55 hurdles and 200 meters.
it
Senior Jane Moeller and Junior
Traccy Losl also had excellent Indoor seasons In the 55 hurdles-,
and 5.000 meters, respectively. • (■
The men's team did not have anyone qualify for the NCAAs. but
they did have some outstanding
performers.
Senior Tim Amdt had an excellent season running the 800'■
meters. Senior Brad Scbaser per-,
formed admirably In the mile am L
3.000 meters, and sophomore^.
Travis Downey was very lmpres-w;
slve In the pole vault.
"I'm happy with some lndlvldu*-"
al performances, but I'm not*
happy with the overall team "
showing In the Indoor season,"
men's coach Sid Sink said.
Sink now has the task of preparing his squad for the outdoor
season beginning In Alabama.
"Our outdoor team will be
much better than our Indoor
team." Sink said. "Look for
Eastern Michigan and Western
Michigan to be the teams to beat."
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Mary Jo Kite & awn Johnson
Horvalh
Anne Papcl
Re nee Davis
Ollgee
Amy Towner & Thorn Siebenaler
Jenny Criner ft John Shade
Rebecca Smith & Chris Bratt
Staci Jeffers & Sam Fitzpatrlck
Bridget Gorbett & Jon Burke
Julie Humbd ft Aaron Grelslgej
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Kara WIUiaTrHtft Stu Hudsoni
Sarah White ft Eric Deisler
Amy. Ohm & Mark Franks
Ginine Beyer ft Mike Zak
Nikki Sroufe ft Bill Dicker
Jackie Scott ft Ron Potts
Traci Meyer & Doug Fkwy
Marsha Charani & Chris Costa'
thann Hanson ft Chris WUliar
tn Gardinier ft Scott Guise
Stephanie SolWglo ft Phil Friesner
Mary MatuSHRfTrent Leedy
Nlkkl Mlller'STCurt Heilmann
Tammy Miller ft Paul Davis
Beth Heckathom ft Casey Wuethrich
Grctchen Schwartz ft Kevin Humerickhouse
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Heidi Henson ft Danny Korrmyer
Amy Fernandez & Tom Bajomas
ally Walklns ft Scon Schell
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y Durbin ft Charlie Duncan
iy Sharp Afflapn Kucharski
Carrie BumilgpS Jeff Mills
Karen Relier '& David whitford
Rachael Holland ft Brad Fischer
Sandy Gaietto ft John Wallace
Aimee Thlbodeau ft John Drabekj
Jaime Dinan & Jon Graham
Rebecca Sladek ft Danny Colon
Heather Vallance ft Russ Peters
Lori Schneider ft Eric Jackson
Elizabeth Eaglehouse ft Mark Blttner
Kim Weckman ft Scott Lcnjjfon
hannon Harder ft MicKatSHSracie
Innlfer Sudler ft Ken wyfiRp
Chrystine Pelton ft Bob Carwrlght
Crecia Recker ft Casey Keating
Kristin Marchewka ft Bryon Perry
Heather Richardson ft Steve Thomas
Jeannette Manning & Michael Bostelman
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Bearcats outlast DePaul Jordan eyeing
return to NBA

The Associated Press
MILWAUKEE - LaZeUe Dunii-n
scared 24 points and sank a palr
of free throws with 13.4 seconds
left in overtime Thursday as 'ClndnnaU edged DePaul 96-95 In the
Great Midwest Conference tournament.
Senior forward Tom Klelnschmldt. the conference player of the
year who finished with 26 points,
banged a 10-foot Jumper off the
rim with three seconds left, then
sat dejected In the paint after the
buzzer put DePaul's NCAA hopes
III serious peril.
Klelnschmldt also misfired a
potential game-winner In the
closing seconds of regulation with
the score knotted at 85.
Cincinnati (19-11), which has
won all three Great Midwest Conference tournaments and Improved to 9-0 all-time In the postseason tourney, faces top-seeded
Memphis In the second round
Friday.
Memphis, the regular season
champion, has lost to the Bearcats In all three championship
games.
The Blue Demons (17-10), who
have dropped nine straight games
to Cincinnati, overcame a
1 5 [K in11 second-half deficit and
led 78-74 with 3:32 left In regulation.
After Klelnschmldt's 3-polnter
with 45 seconds left gave DePaul
an 85-83 lead. Cincinnati freshman forward Danny Fortson, who
scored 24 points, sank a shot
with 10 seconds left to tie It at 85.
Klelnschmldt missed a
20-footer and Bryant Bowden,
who had 19 points and 10 rebounds, missed a followup Jumper at the buzzer.
Neither team led by more than
a bucket In overtime.
DePaul's Brandon Cole, who
had 23 points and nine rebounds,
hit a 3-polnter with 2:04 left In

the pinnacle," had nothing left
to prove and Just wanted to
"watch the grass grow."
Rather than kicking back,
however, Jordan provided another surprise a few months
later when he announced he'd
try to play baseball with the
White Sax. who are owned by
Bulls owner Jerry Rdnsdorf .
Jordan, who hadn't played
baseball since high school,
batted .202 at Double-A Birmingham last season. He went
to spring training hoping to
move up to Triple-A Nashville
this season, but the major
league players' strike left him
In limbo and he returned to
Chicago.
He missed one deadline for
reporting to minor league
camp In Sarasota, Fla. General
manager Ron Schueler said
Thursday that If Jordan didn't
report by Saturday. "I'd guess
that he'd be retired."

The Associated Press

DePaul's Tom Klelnschmldt fails to the Door In agony after
overtime win Thursday.
overtime to give the Blue Demons
a 95-93 lead.
Fortson hit one of two foul
shots with 1:47 left to pull Cincinnati within a point and
Klelnschmldt's 3-point attempt
rung out with 1:20 left.
Cincinnati's Darnell Burton
missed a layup with 15 seconds
remaining, but a Jump ball gave
the Bearcats another shot and

ar»*M»/.Mn>rnMisa
■ last-second shot in Cincinnati's 96-95

Durden was fouled by Cole with
13.4 seconds left.
The Demons called their final
timeout to Ice Durden, but he
swished both shots.

28 foul shots, compared to DeFoul's 19-of-32.
Down 62-47 with 16:51 left, the

Blue Demons used a 12-0 run to
pull within 62-59. DeRaul got
The Bearcats advanced to the nine points In three trips downsecond round at the Bradley court when Klelnschmldt hit a
Center despite being outshot 50 3-polnter, Bowden got a threepercent to 44 percent and outre- paint play and Cole followed with
bounded 47-39. But they hit 21 of another 3.

DEERFIELD, 111. - Michael
Jordan, estranged from the
sport he adopted, may be returning to the game he once
ruled.
Jordan practiced again with
the Chicago Bulls on Thursday, the third straight day he
appeared at team headquarters, fueling speculation that
he'll trade In his baseball
spikes for a new pair of Air
Jordans.
"As far as Michael and all the
speculation In basketball, we
Just have to hang tight here
and wait to see what goes on,"
Chicago Bulls coach Phil Jackson said.
"He and 1 spoke about this
possibility happening last September and October." Jackson
said. "It's a reality ... but It's
still not a reality. So we're not
pinning any hopes and we're
not trying to throw up a balloon or a kite that's not ready
Jordan, who practiced with
to fly."
the Bulls a few times before
After the Bulls' two-hour spring training without drawpractice, the 32-year-old Jor- ing much attention, showed
dan drove off In his Range up Tuesday and watched films
Rover without comment. And with Jackson and the other
spokesmen for the Bulls, the coaches.
Chicago White Sox and Jordan's agent said no announJordan then worked out with
cement was forthcoming.
the team Wednesday and
Jackson said the distraction Thursday.
made It tough for the Bulls to
"The reason we've always
remain focused, but might
encouraged him to come back
help energize a lethargic team.
Jordan led them to NBA ti- to practice Is because he's got
a knack for elevating the play
tles In 1991.1992 and 1993.
He then shocked the sports on the court," Jackson said.
world on Oct. 6. 1993. retiring "That leadership Is evident, rewith a 32.;»- point scoring aver- gardless of whether his shootage, the best In league history. ing touch - which is not there
Jordan said he had "reached - is on or not."

FIRST ROUND OF CCHA PLAYOFFS STARTS TONIGHT... TICKETS AVAILABLE!
WIN A WEEKEND PACKAGE TO THE JOE* .BGSU STUDENTS-$3.

FREE GIVEAWAYS TO FIRST 1000!
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Bar-B-O dinners

Chuck Wsufun

sandwiches
* Served with Chaitt efOm Grarin'l Side Diih
Smoked Bar-B-9 Chicken
Bar-B-Q Smoked Beef Brialcet

Bar-B-Q Pork

■49
■69
.68
Jalapeno Pickla .49 J
Onion Rings %^^9

**«#»

*$$*

You can pick up your copy
at 28 W. Hall between
11 -5pm, Mon.- Frl.
BRING YOUR I.D.
Call 372-8086 for details.

Coleslaw
.89
Potato Salad ^22
Macaroni Salad .99
French Frill _£&

BlaaraTfiSaEIaiufui \ftnrt ,##

flat* Mat Inrltitk Mai Bags. C/utfan Yfina

Smoked Sauaage
Bar-B-Q Chopped Beef
Bar B.O Snare Ribs
Baby Back Rib

t±aa

t&4&

I DIFFERENT SAUCES TO CHOOSE FROM
Kansas-Spicy
ifeiaphis-Swset aV Smoky
Carolina-Sweet * Spicy

THE BEST
BAR-B-QUE
IN TOWN!

EVERY TUES.
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
RIBS

DELIVERY

$9.99

(SPARE RIBS,
BABY BACKS,
BEEF RIBS)

MIN. PURCHASE OF $5

(DINE IN ONLY)

352-MEAT

NOTVALEDW/ANY

854 S. Main St. • Southwood Plaza

BLAZERS

OTHER OFFER

BLAZERS

500 OFF ; $1 OFF

any Chuck Wagon Sandwich
Smoked Bar-B-Q Chicken « Bar-B-Q Pork
Smoked Sausage • Bar-B-Q Chopped Beef
■ Bar-B-O Chopped Beef Brake)

JHTIF^

Routed Whole ChickenfStrvea 2,
RurR-OSmoh
BeefBriaket

Smoked Sauaage
Bar-B-Q Chonned Beef

Potato chiai
Baked Beam

■S>n«d with Chain of 2 Side flaaejej
Bar-B-Q Half Chicken

Reg. Price

$3.99

Severed We* One Sloe Grain. feaeiOsis* ska. s Oidm WfaeW
.Preient Coupon When Ordering • Not Valid Wilfi Any
Other Offer .Limit One Per Customer 'Expires 4/2/95

Any Bar-B-Que
Lunch Or Dinner
Present Coupon When Ordering • Nat Valid W* Any
Other Oder • limil One Per Customer • Expire. 4/2/95
* 1.00 OH Dee* Nat Apply To Chuck Wagon SonoVickn

Classifieds

pafe fourteen
CAMPUS EVENTS

Pregnant? We can hefcx Free and contV
denHal pregnancy lest, support ond information. BG Pregnancy Center. Co*
3S4-HOP£.

OOlD»IIIY NATIONAL HONOR SOOETY
B«l*a«:NlwMmb«l
mmatUnCsramony Sunday Mar. 12
Olscomp 101; Mpm

Raven Entertainment mobee DJ service.
Can play at your weddings, parties, or
donees. Col 3844419 at* for Note.

Attention Jewish Students:
HM G. ne r al Meeting Tuesday
Match U. 9pm 2nd II. BA
Loung*?'iCalOanMa
372-8294. Al an welcome!

eSSnSncSn
STsUAVAJLAJRB
he't not sold out!
m 18 (bteochess) oc 812 (toot)
available ki UAO ottce «taw
at the door staring al 4pm.
rw'l b« hw* 3/12 In Andmon
for a GREAT performance
DON! MM OUT
call 2-7164 oc 2-2343 (or Info
DAWOOriDAYl
Order a troth bouquet of daffodb
today (oi only $5. Orders wfl be
delivered throughout Wood County Mar c h
IW 4. Al proceeds go to the American
Concer Society Look icr order forms in the
BG New« or around campus. DeaoSne
Is Friday I
0AROM0AYS
FLOWERS aOWf RS FLOWERS
Last chance lo send your St.
Patrick's Day greeting to that certain

Valentines Day is around the corner.
Ship a bear and a bofloon to that special
someone. Prices start at $16.96. We have
becnand botoons lor a* occasions. Visa
and Mastercard accepted.
Please col 1-800-626-6697 ext. 1100

Good Luck at Groups Scottl
We're watching out for you
Moke us proud and bo sure to ssng loodl
Love.
Your Secret Bgs

Carnation Sole March 6-10
10am - 4pm Union Foyer
sponsored by BGSU Irish Club

PERSONALS
•PNEtaSkjma*
Initiation
March 12*3.00
in the Lenhart Grand Ball room

HeyAk>haPN's
TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT
Reheat, at the house otter
the ceremony.
It's Gonna be a blast
Fun Sisterhood, prizes
BE THERE OR BE SeUAREII

•Phi Eta Sigma"
100.000 perWes- TODAY
MM 11 am -1 pm
Drop your pennies «* by the Ed. Hag.
let's mate I happen
100,000 pennies

MHY
Join Into the Streets and the Irish Club for a
St. Patrick's Day party at BG Manor Nursing
Home on March 11 at 2:30pm. Food music, and tunl For more Info Cal Erin
J84-2219 or Martha 372-1462.

AGO'AGD'AGD
Congratulations:
Deonna Giordano
Kristin PekHa
CoBMnMatry
onthek
Bowling Championship!

In honor of Women's Hsstory Month
THE HACK STUDENT UNION
salutes
Mary Edmonla Lewis
1646-1890
The first Stock American to receive recognition as a sculptress. She attended Oberttn
Colege and studied Latin and Greek.
Some of her works include: a bust of Abraham Lincoln (CoJfornkj Municipal Library.
San Jose) and famed poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (Harvard University's
Wtdener Library.)

ALPHA CW OMEOA

Shalom Jewish Students!
PurtmParty wtthUT. 7:30Saturday
March 11. UT Student Union
Room • 2662. RSVP by Fri.
March 10 to Abn 354-6023.
Shalom! BG HWel Oneg Shabbat. Friday
March 10. Union - CapHol Room 6pm
BhngS. ?'s Call Alan 354-6023

When-M., Match 10
Where-College Marlon
Time- 9:30PM -11:30 PM

ALUMNI MINORITY
JCHOLABJHSP APPLICATION
Due lo osfce of Alumni Afake by 8:00pm

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED BOWUMG
- MARCH 13: COED 3-PITCH SOFTBALL w MARCH 16: M SINGLES. C DOUBLES TENNIS - MARCH 29. Al L ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00PM
INI 30 Ft-LD HOUSE ON DUE DATE.
. Jim

smm
FALCON (AMOWFAL

MOHTT MMHIYBOHTONB
Mosch sB at she lltwtp oB Music H

"I gotta Peel"
FORREST GUMP
4:45-9:00-12:15
lllOhcamp
Sl.SOodmljslon
UAO

MACK NONeTel BOOK
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
DuetooflceofAJumnlAlalrtbyS.OOpm
TODAYI

LOST t FOUND

Found: Brack Leather Organizer
To dalm cat (412) 257-9025.

STODAYTONA?
»12t/person. Booking dsrect
Saves! Suites, kitchenettes, al
beachfront in the heart of Spring
Break 11 1-»00-»4»-7423

WANTED
"FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE"
1.2. or 3 subleasers needed for summer
House on comer of Jackson and Napoleon.
S127.00/mo ♦ utl. M or F. Big Yard.
353-6122-Sarah or Julie.
1 - 2 M/Roommates needed for 95/96
tchootyear. Great Price.
Call 372-4284, Gary or Matt.

MU

PH SIGMA KAPPA

Sublease groovy Ig 2 bdrm. apt. summer
S330/mo. 1-4 people, deck, pets ok.
privacy-above storage area In house.
354-7205.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Fishlng Industry. Eran to S3.000-S6.000 plus/month »
benefits. Mate/Female, No experience
necessary. (206) 5454155 ext. A5544S.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent Income
to assemble products at home.
Info. 1-504-646-1700 DEPT. OH-6255
Afieneon: Earn Money Reodlhg looks!
Up to $500 weekly. Choose subject matter.
For more detab. cal: 1 <206)-362-4304
ext E 0019.
Catawba Willows Golf Course
NowHHng

Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
Conrjratulattoris Shannon Rose
and Shannon Modhger
for being chosen to serve
on the Ponhel Greek Week Committee'
Sigma Kappa " Sigma Kappa

(419)734-2524
2590 Sand Rd.
Port Clinton OH 43452
Counselors Wonted. Trim down-fitness, coed. NYS camp. 100 positions: sports, crafts,
many others. Camp Shane, Ferndote. NY
12734.(914)271-4141.

Smoke 'em Slgtl
CongratJalions to the wlnnlngest
baskefbol team In Phi Slg mttoty
and the undefeated Curing team.
Damn proud to be a Phi Slgl
Smoke'em Stgt

COUmaOBS - imTRUCTOM needed 100
poelontl Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mint. PA. Good sotory/flpsl (908)4*9-3339.

SlUDYAMtOAD
HNANOAL AID MEETINGS
Please come to one of the folowlng two
sessions to loan the stops you must feeow
ki order to appk/ your ttTorvctalald to your
study abroad experience.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to S2000./monfh working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal 4 (uMme employment available. No Experience nocettary.
For Information cal 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C55443.

Tuesday. March 14.1998
10:00 am Campus Rm. (Union)

PERWHKORMORFJ
People Needed To Do Fun
Easy. Respectable Part or
Ful Time Work At Homo.
24Hr.MsSCtvetDetaft.

19

OH
I Mill. ■■•■Mini, Boptk. Of Junior.
•us- MWsj., or Science motors
tot total poos spa totes.
8umtneriee»,»4j*/hr.
AmVMtVJBONATTMfTOMMI

<~m

Moore Muekel
Am Center. BGSU
TldtoK

KM, HO
Mt MMlVMlOnf

RBI ■

OiBffM FOB
LUMOM
■ TO-SAT.*

1 ■•09-474-2477
Intl. Ld rates apply.

PIZZA

AddHKmriPbBMM

I

/■

-v

dub.

Training Dates: May 1-15
APPLYNOWIII
Interviews Wednesday thru Sunday
2:00 PM-4:00 PM
200 Yacht Club Drive
Rocky River OH 44116

'85 Cavalier, 2DR Auto, Low
Me»s, AC, 1 owner. $1000
354-2901 or 372-7022 tv. mjg.

Classic 1974 Kawasaki-400
New motor ft Ikes, needs point
Make Offer 353-1804

1 or 2 bdrm opts, or single room lor mok)
OnlyafewleR.
Co* today. 9 or 12 mo leases. '
Catty Rentals '351-0125

12 month leases starting May 19. 1996
122 N. Enterprise- 1BR. 1 person-$340ftlrfil.
124 1/2 N. Enterprise. Efflc. 1 persons
$266 ft utl
1204 E.Wootter.2BR, 2 person. '
M20B.ua
Steve Smith 352-8917
4

,

4
2 bdrm. 9 ft 12 mo. lease Inc. heat, rial
water, cooking ft sewer. ConvenlenttF located - close to camput, terory. ft i}75
Clough ft Mercer, Untv VBago. 352-0164
353-0325 • CARTY RENTALS
Summer Loose avoJ.-l or 2 bdrm op*
$220petnvxlttvc*corxlrttonlng. '
Single rooms-$l 10/mo. Ist8wk. session only

601Third-lbdrmfum.-gradt.12mo. ke
704 F«m-2bdrm tum.-9.12, tmi. lease*.
710 Seventh-Jbdrm unfum.-U mo. I" 182-3448 -NO PETS

Acts. 850 Scott Hamilton 2 blr from camp.
Nice. turn. ak. tound reserved parklnd 4
people max. No pets 10 mnth Lease $675
per mo. 12 mnth lease $620 pot mo
287-3233/ alter 5:00 287-4255.
.
'I

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THRO STREET
Now renting for 1995-96 ft tummor 1996
2 BR ft 1 BR units
Fulryfum. ft ok condrrtonod
«
Convenient Location
Reasonable Rates
^

cor.re-'W

Subieasers Needed for Summer.
Apt/Upstairs of house for 2-3 people.
Newldtchenftbath.
Cal Dan at 352-3016.

Subleasing 1 bdrm. apt. Unfurnished.
$395 • elec Pets allowed. Wheel cho*
accessible. Nice, quiet atmosphere.
Please cal 353-3410, leave message.

COUCH FOB SALE
Great condition S75, O.B.O. CoJ 2-3152
Ferret
6 month old brown male, neutered, descented al shots. Cat 352-0467.

For Sale-Sports Card Colecfton. Al sports.
al years: many rookie cards The Beekette
Value Is $2350. Must sol now. $500. Cal
352-8055 after 4pm
GIANT Mountain Bike. $ 170/obo.
Advent Proalgy Speakers, $ 150.
Call 352-7398.

MACINTOSH Computer.
Complete system Inducing printer only
»899
Col Chris at »O0.2«9-5446

MACINTOSH System 7, MS Word/Excel
MacDraw, MacTermlnal Grammar Check.
4 MB RAM. $350,372-5156.

♦
♦
♦
♦♦

•' Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend' or
relative allowed
for personal
support
. 16 N. Huron
Totooo.OH 43604'
1-800-589-6005

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING*

I

«i
<4

I CENTER FOR CHOICE H
Condaential Hoarih Can For Women

t

Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning

▲641 Third St. Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352

FRIDAY SPECIAL
$4.48 SEAFOOD SPLASH!
A variety ef stanleoifi and our

eeupen
itl.98

*»l*n2ZO
oHiSK^^
352-5166!
„„.
FOB) FREE DCUVMY
1-4

.

One bedroom apt. available in May.,lst
monlh free. Col Amy for detail 354-4071.

v*ST

coupon IxeMM tnrm

Co* 3724171 or

moonm-2224

THE CLEVELAND YACHTING CLUB
Restaurant Servert. Busters. Bortendert
Will train qualified candidates for summer
work experience at exclusive yachting

1 bedroom apartment Immediate
occupancy. Pets are alowod. •
COJ354-8800
<

"• wn" eaaai chowder.
Inch clam*, •callopor, Bhrlamp, and Palloflk.
Alas complete salad bar, baked potato
c^tand nnllMlted beverage.
OPIN 11t30-1t30 ^
V^
\lcst Vauks ON

CALL NOW!

RBI

■LARGE
■ 1 ITEM

Telemarketing Position Available
Evening hours. Whltehouso, OH.
Send resumes to: McvTckor Insurance
5825 Weckerty Rd., Whltehouse. OH 43571.

1 and 2 BR apartmenti
1 year, nine months, or summer kttttm
382-7484.

SMO-MOO

RimiumYco.in

110*1!
AIIPJ4.

SUMMER EMPLOYMBJT
Ohio Motorist Assoc -AAA hat summer positions available in our auto travel department for Auto Travel Counselors. Must be
able to read maps and have oxcelent
communication sMIs. Candidates should
be avatable to train during spring break.
Our offices are located m Cleveland. Solon. Goauga Ravenna Ashtotxia &
Youngstown. Col 216-361-6016 or tend resume to: AAA Human Resources 6000 S
Marginal Rd. Cleveland. OH 44103.

FOR RENT

BOWL~N~GREENERY

EARN

Wednesday. March 16.1995
2:00 pm State Rm (Unton)

NMBTI
(OR THE SCHOOL FOR LOVERS)

Run your own business. Gain valuable experience whrie building your resume. Earn
up to $10,000 Irrigation sales & Installation.
Vehicle required. Col Student Sprinklers
1-800-265-7691.

ALASKA CANNERY JOBS
Big Cash. Big Challenge. Big Experience
Cat for Info: (808) 742-7100.

SU Kap •Sigma PhlEpsson* Slg Kop
The sisters of Sigma Kappa
would Ike to thank
the brothers of Sigma Phi Epslon
for the HattO Carnotloml
Slg Kap •Slgmo Phi Epsston* Slg Kap

Ok pan Time

RESORT JOBS -Earn to SI2/hr. 8. tips. Theme
Parks. Hotels, Spas. 8 more. Tropical »
Mountain destinations. CoJ 1 -206-632-0150
ext.R56442

FOR SALE

SI 750 weekly possible
masting our ckcutors
For info coll 202-298-9065.

SCECSCECSCECSCEC
Student Council for Exceptional Children
will be having officer elections
on Sunday. March 12 at 6:00 pm
114 Education. Come and get Invotvedll
SCECSCECSCECSCEC

WtCOUEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS OPERA THEATER PRESENTS MOZART'S

Pointers. Summer Job.
Cleveland Area. Good storting pay.
216-292-0980.

HELP WANTED

Photo Developing
DOUBLE PRINTS FREE EVERYDAY
Packages Plus
lllRakoad
352-1692

For more Information cal
Ed M*8r 372-6198 or 353-3172
Dr. Chlttle 372-6180 or 362-6012
Sponsored by BGSU
■

NATIONAL PARKS HMNC
Seasonal 4 fut-tlme employment available
at National Parks Forests 8 WMfe Preserves
Benefits plus bonuses! Call:
1 -206-5464804 ext. NS544S.

2 summer subieasers.
close to campus.
Can 353-0630

PHSGMA KAPPA

Delta Sigma PI
Jeft. Good luck al Groups
make your family proud
Nathan
Delta Sigma PI

Joe's Party Store In BG. Must be 21. S5/tV;
pf.tlme. able to work days, nights A
wkonds. Call after
7pm;
419-878-5660/419-533-7501.

2 male roommatet for apt.
for 95/96 year
Call Mike at 352-6142

Congratulations to Phi Slg
Brother of the Week:
Dave Sptetdersnot

Delta Sigma PI
•JohnGtr
Don't give yourself the poops
Just because of groups.
Remember brotherhood
Lire you always should
Good Luck- Your Secret Bras.

Evening office cleaning far spring and
summer. Evenings 12-15 hrs. per week.
Own tram, recurred. Cal 352-6822,

Female housemate needed for summer.
Own room in large 2 bedroom apartment
In a house near camput. Rent nog. Cal
Mamey 364-1187.

Need Money for College?
Recorded message grvet details: Call (419)
4234211. or write Jean Kraft, M.Ed. 862 W.
Blgelow. Suite E-9. Hndtoy, OH 45840.

Delta Sigma PI
UttleStephanlell
luck some BUTT at Groupsll
Know the ROSE and the PURPOSEII
Love.
Your BIG ond Secret Big

EASY money making opportunities at
home. For F*H Info, smiled time only, RUSH
SA1E. to P.O. Box 704.BG OH 43402.

3-4 summer subieasers needed for a 3 bedroom house including porch. Close to
campus. CQlafter 5:00pm. 352-1886.

Men. Mar. 13th at MT MUGGS
Joe Toft the voice of the Cavs
FREE PRIZES

Delta Sig groups on Sunday
Who'll do besf My Little Mlndyl
Good luck from Your Bra Monica.

EARN 55-9 hr. working ouMdo
w/othor colege. Students m Col. Area
Trotting provided. CoJ Chuck o) 2-1867
fa more info.

2-4 summer subieasers needed for a 2
bdrm.. roomy apt. b furnished, has A/C
and to close to campus! Please col:
364-1145.

The hottest band sweeping Ohio
TONK3HTI
at
Easy Street

AlSevenWonll
It wfl be a tot harder
for USG to waste your money I

DROVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program In Franco
FINANCIAL AC AVAILABLE
Informatlonol Meeting
Tuet. March M. 1996-9.00pm
1000«ABIdg.
Stephanie Davis:
' 'Youl never get another chance
to discover so much of Europe and
experience so much of the culture
as you do on this kip."

WANTED-WOMEN-S CLUB SOCCER COACH
For Frjl 1995 Season
Can Erin 372-3708

BO.
Ji

SERVICES OFFERED
Cathosc Answers SASE for 26
completely refuting Bible Only' Theory.
P.O. Bar 127 Pottage. OH 43451.

TOIJCH YOURSELF!
JtNIOES the most chemlcarly dependent
band Is 0 Rankles In Toledo Thur. 9th and
^Gargoyles this Friday 10th w/ NONCHALANT (Hot!) I mean If ya can't get oft by
yourself, who con you get off wtth?

Know the Purpose and the Rose
and you'll be Ike us cool Bros

Cammle,
Happy Birthday' Good Luck at Groups!
Greg

ORRYAUU7JA
JOttettaOtOsTOB
MIKEHAYNB
KAREN KU2MAN
JASON SONCNSHE IN
DANVASOUEZ
MARCH WAHeA

FALCON RADIO WFAL
Listen and win a lisp to
Colrmbut
lo too tie
MIGHTY MIGHTY IOISTONES
Match lOolttseNeteprielMutsoHoB

UT Jeremy.

AUWnOWAUMTIONS
male and female vocolttts. bassists.
Instrumentalists (sax guitar, keyboard)
March 138 3O-10:30pm
March 14 9:00.10:30pm
for the Summer Pre-Reg Caboret Show
sign up before Match 14 for a time slot
406 Saddktmlre Student Services
AUDITIONS AUDITIONS

Congratulations to the New USG
Senators who signed
THE NEW PROMSE

THE MIGHTY MIGHTY (US TRIP

Groups Is coming up
Get ready to let loose but
don't fall behind The purpose
and the Rose should be on you mind.
Good Luck.
Big SB

TOOAVM

THEMICHTYMICHTYIUSTlflP

Listen ond Ms a trip lo
Cotanbut

The Colege Democrats have not kxtt an
at-iarge senate seat in 4yrs!

To many bit? Not enough money?
We can help! Cot for your free
no obligation appt. 353-0184 or
1-800-799-3729. Ohio Vatey Consumer
Credit Counselors
A non-profit community service.

HOME HOCKEY THIS WEEKENDI
1ST ROUND OF CCHA PLAY-OFFS
FREE SOUVENIR TO FIRST 1000

Dote Dash
USA Welcomes
Steven Hassan to BGSU
lues. Mar 28. 1995
8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
SlevenS COMING!

JASON SONENSHfIN
MMHAVMt
JENNIFER GEORGES
irBstYAUUtJA
MARGIE WAH8A
DANVASOUa

Grand LM' Mtrdy,
To know the PURPOSE k your fate.
Know It wel and you 1 do greatl
Best of kick at groups!
Your Grandblg,
ftenoo

someone!
.

THE RGSUCOLLE« DEMOCRATS
would Trke to congratulate
six of Its members on
winning USG senate seats

WMWsAleSIAiAIOI
Over $6 BNon ki private sector grants »
schokjrthJps it now avatVjbte. Al students
are eeabie reaarctMs of grades. Income,
or parent's Income. Let us help. CoJ Student Fineness ServCes:
1-800-2688498 ext. F56443.

The BG News
Friday, March 10,1995
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.DON'T CAUSE THE END OF A FRIENDSHIP
a

»ON T DRINK AND DRIVI

